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ROUND the WORLD of WIRELESS
'Next Week's Big Christmas Number

Problems of kraateur Drama

Next week's big Christmas Number
captures and reflects the very spirit of the
Festive Season. Excellent as our past
Christmas numbers have been, this surpasses
any of our previous efforts. In addition to the
galaxy of special features which constitute

SPECIAL DOUBLE
GIFT BOOK OFFER

the latest receiver to be produced in connection with our low -price campaign. This
receiver we have named the HALLMARK
THREE, a cognomen which aptly applies to
its performance as well as to the high-class
components from which it is built ; but most
important of all, the price for Kit A is 45s.

THE WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR'S ENCYCLOPEDIA

only.

(provided they started collecting from the first

our Christmas pie we shall also include
with every issue a full-sized blueprint of

The circuit

is

ultra modern and

nothing has been sacrificed in .order to get
the cost down to this absurdly low figure.

School Choir's Broadcast
THE Mountain Ash Central

School

Choir, conducted by T. W. Griffiths,
will give a musical interlude in the feature,
" Orig Hapus," for West Regional listeners,
on December 4th. The choir is particularly

Will Readers who have been collecting
the Gift Tokens for their Presentation

Volume(s) of

and/or
EVERYMAN'S WIRELESS BOOK

please note that the LAST GIFT
TOKEN, No. 6
announcement of this offer, see below")

appears on. the back cover of THIS
issue of
" PRACTICAL WIRELESS "
Will readers who are taking advantage of this
wonderful offer affix the last Gift Token to
their Subscription Voucher and forward the

completed Voucher in accordance with the

pleased that this broadcast --the first-

instructions thereon, TO -DAY.

master of the school, who leaves at the end

PLEASE DON'T DELAY.

for over twenty-seven years.

As announced last week, all applications will be
treated in strict rotation. If you do not receive

comes before the retirement of the head-

of the term after occupying the position

Midday Concert from Manchester
RECENTLY returned from an American

tour, Joseph Schuster, the famous

German 'cellist (formerly principal 'cellist
in the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra under
Furtwangler), will provide the, Manchester
Tuesday Midday Society's' concert on
December 4th, which will be relayed to
North Regional listeners from the Houldsworth Hall, Manchester.

Coquetdale and Its Songs
ON December 4th Archie Armstrong,
the well-known Newcastle baritone,

will give a recital of Coquetdale fishing
songs from the North Regional, and

preceding this Percy Mail, who is familiar

to listeners as a naturalist, will speak of

the Dale and its songs. The River Coquet
runs through some of the most beautiful

parts of Northumberland and is stocked
with salmon and trout ; the words of the
inevitable fishing songs were written some
nighty years ago and set to traditional airs

your volume within 15 days of the despatch
of your application-notify by postcard, giving
date application was made.

NOTE.-Carefully read instructions on your
Subscription Voucher and make sure it is

properly filled in before forwarding.
This will not be your last Gift Token if you did
not start collecting until after the first announcement-in which case you continue to collect until
you have the necessary six Gift Tokens attached to
your Subscription Voucher.

As a special concession to save you time, if
you have lost any of your Gift Tokens you

may send threepence in stamps in lieu of
each.

Complete and send in your Subscription Voucher

immediately you have affixed the last Gift Token to

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
"Double Gift" Presentation Department,
14, SOUTHAMPTON STREET,
STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2.
Any query regarding this offer must be
accompanied by a stamped addressed
envelope for reply.

THE well-known Derbyshire playwright,

L. du Garde Peach, _is to broadcast
the six remaining North Regional talks
in the Problems of " Amateur Drama "
series. Whereas Mrs. Joan Abbott, who

opened the series, treated of acting, Peach
is to speak of production ; and his first
subject, to be dealt with on December 4th,
is " The Stage and its Setting."

Talk on Underground -Britain
CONTINUING the North Regional talks

series called " In Search of Underground Britain," Pat Forrest, journalist

and former Durham miner, will describe
on December 5th a visit to a Lancashire
colliery.

Schools' Musical Festival
hundred and twenty-six schools

ONEhave entered for Birmingham's first

Schools' non-competitive musical festival
in the first week in December, the singers
totalling over five thousand. The closing

concert, to be given by senior choirs, is

to be relayed from the Central Hall,
Birmingham, to Midland Regional listeners
on December 6th. Dr. Geoffrey Shaw, who
is to conduct, is His Majesty's Chief
Inspector for Music ; he is also an active
supporter of the Staffordshire and

Worcestershire Schools' Festival.

Henry Hall's Christmas Programme

HENRY HALL is arranging several

interesting features for the Christmas

season, and on December 22nd there will
be a Guest Night, with a seasonable presen-

tation of London stage stars as Henry

Hall's guests. December 24th will bring

a feature programme for the children.

The Dance Orchestra will make merry,
and play tunes for games and also dance

Comedy numbers will be much in
evidence in , this programme, and Henry
music.

Hall will draw on his experiences as a

father to give the kiddies the sort of enter-

tainment that the youngsters like at this
season. On December 25th, from 7.30

to 9.30, a Christmas Party programme will
feature Christmas festivities, comedy numbers, stunts by the band and dance music.
The late period, from 9.40 onwards, will be
given over to straight dance music.
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ROUND the WORLD of WIRELESS (Continued)

The Leeds Symphony Orchestra

THIS famous orchestra, conducted by
John Barbirolli, will be heard from

INTERESTING and TOPICAL

have been solo and instrumental, but later it
is hoped to include items for choirs(. Th81

PARAGRAPHS
third of the series will be given on DeCeth).1.1
*** WM.( 0. n lirier. NM.
the Town Hall, Leeds, by Northern II. O...
ber 3, when the artists will be; Francis
listeners on December 1st. With Egon " In Manuscript "
Russell (tenor) and the Cardiff Ensemble.
Petri as piano soloist they will give a
ASERIES of West Regional proprogramme which includes Handel's
grammes of unpublished works by " The Roosters " in Birmingham
Overture in D minor," " Concerto No. 5 Welsh musicians, under the general title,
in E flat," by Beethoven, and two of " In Manuscript," is arousing a great deal IN the provinces the celebration of the
Centenary of the Ancient Order of.
Delius's works-" The Walk to the Paradise of interest.
,MFAIN

Gardens " and " A Village Romeo
and Juliet."

Hitherto the works chosen Foresters Friendly Society includes a
pilgrimage to the grave of Little
DIRECTION FINDING IN U.S, ARMY
John at Hathersage, Derbyshire,

ON. December 17th this band,
conducted by George Garay,

a
mass meeting in Nottingham, and;
a concert in Birmingham. In the
latter event, the famous old war-'

reaction of listeners to this unusual
type of orchestra.

original sketches and songs. The'
concert will be relayed to Midland
Regional listeners.

Birmingham Philharmonic

" Bluebeard "

Hungarian Gypsy Band
will broadcast for the first time
from the Hungaria Restaurant. It
should be interesting to note the

time concert party, " The Roosters,"
Will appear on December 8 in their

Orchestra

THE B.B.C. announce that
Gordon McConnel has started
work on the Christmas Radio'
Pantoniime, " Bluebeard." This
production, on December 26th and
27th, will be in a way a period one,'
as it will definitely aim at the:
Drury Lane show of 1901, the book
of which production by J. Hickery
Wood is being used. In this Dan
Leno was the dame-Sister Anne.

WALDO WARNER'S arranger
ment of Sir Arthur Crosfield's

suite for strings, and Rutland
Boughton's Three Folk Dances are
in the Midland Regional programme

to be given by the Birmingham
Philharmonic

String

Orchestra

on December 2nd, Johan Hock
conducting.

" Village Wooing "

His part in the radio version will be!

THE first broadcast of the Shaw
play, " Village Wooing," will

played by Leonard Henry, and the
famous " ping pong " game, in

be given on the National wavelength

which Sister Anne will not keep'

on December 3, and from the
Midland Regional the following
evening.

any of the rules, is being put over.'

The radio version will have the
wit and wisdom but not the'

The play is to be relayed

twice from the Malvern Festival

bloodshed of the Drury Lane show.
Theatre, by arrangement with Roy
Limbert, founder of the Repertory
Novel Programme from West
Company there. The play was first
Regional
performed in Texas. It consists
"
HOLD the Line, or Anywhere!
of three conversations between a A new type of portable radio direction finder
used by the U.S.
for a Shilling " is the titkv
novelist and a strong-minded young Army.
The set has a frequency of from 400 to 14,000 kilocycles. of a novel programme which will
woman, and has two scenes-the
be broadcast on December 5th for
deck of a liner and a village shop. R. Lindsell
West Regional listeners. A number of
Stuart produces and plays the part of the
three -minute calls are put through to'
novelist. Phyllis Gill plays opposite him.
different parts of the West Country, and
Mr. Lindsell Stuart is an Amateur Interthe subscribers include Kitty Adams,
national " Soccer " player. Miss Gill was
Dorothy Holloway, George Holloway;
PROBLEM No. 115.
with Newcastle, Liverpool, and Rochester
Jackson had built a super -heterodyne
Brian Gaye, Beryl Tichbon, and Norman
Repertory Companies and toured in South
receiver, which, although it gave fairly good
Jones.
Africa as Godfrey Tearle's leading lady.
results, was rather troublesome on account of

Sill [ENE THIS [!

New Studio Revue
ON December 4th, a new Studio revue,
" Ye Olde Antique Shoppe," will be
broadcast to Midland Regional listeners.

It is concerned with the history of the curios

displayed in a shop which has been bequeathed to two sisters. Charles Hatton,

author of " Suicide Party. " and the revue,
" White Sails," has written the book and
lyrics ; Michael North, the music ; and
Constance Needham and Hilda Birch play
the parts of the two sisters.

Ross -on -Wye Orpheus Society
ACONCERT given by this Society in
the New Theatre, Ross, is to be
relayed on the Midland Regional wave-

the occurrence of whistles throughout the
tuning range. He decided that it would be

preferable to modify the intermediate-frequency,and accordingly modified the windings

on his I.F. transformers, and fitted a separate

tuning condenser to the oscillator stage so
that he could accurately adjust the oscillator
winding.

He found, however, that instead of
being improved, he could now hear a French

station all over the tuning dial. why

this ? Three books will be awarded for was
the
first three correct solutions opened. Envelopes
must be marked Problem No, 115 and must be
addressed to the Editor, PRACTICAL WIRELESS,
George Newnes, Ltd., 8-11, Southampton

Street, Strand, London, W.C.2, and must be
posted to reach here not later than the first

post on Monday, December 3rd, 1934.

Solution to Problem No. 114.

ve W. H. Reed; leader of the London Sym-

Rogers had not gained any step-up by connecting
his transformer in the manner described. In fact
there was a transference of energy from the speaker
lead (primary) to earth (secondary) and this gave a
slight loss of volume.
The following three readers successfully solved
Problem No. 113 and books have accordingly Leer

baritone), who sang in opera on the

Mr. J. W. Filer, 24a, Brickgarth, Easington Lane,
Co. Durham; Mr, R. S. Newbury, 141, Wood -

length on December 5. Frederick Parsons,
the honorary conductor, has chosen an

interesting programme, including Elgar's
" As Torrents in Summer." The soloists

((phony Orchestra, and Cuthbert Reavely
Continent as " Carlo

forwarded to them :

grange Road, Southend-on-Sea

Mr. A. Foulkes,

8, Dromyard Avenue, Acton Vale, W.3.

Anniversary of Famous Naval Battle

TAP Battle of the Falklands-the only!
decisive Naval victory in the World
War-will be recalled on its twentieth
anniversary, December 8th, in a North'
Regional talk. The speaker, who uses
the pseudonym " Escadrille," is a Naval
officer who was serving in
" Corn-'
wall,"-the ship whichH.M.S.
sank
" Leipzig "-at the time of the action. the

NEXT WEEK !

BIG CHRISTMAS
NUMBER !
Many Topical Features and
FREE BLUEPRINT OF THE

HALL -MARK THREE

A low -price receiver at trifling
cost!
10.6

:
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OUR LOW -PRICE CAMPAIGN

ANOTHER FREE BLU EP INT NEXT WEEK!
THE HALL MA K
over £2
New Low -price Economy Receiver, which Costs just
Name !
and yet Employs a Modern Circuit and High-class Components-Hence Its

Preliminary Announcement Concerning Our

IT GIVES A HALLMARKED
PERFORMANCE

TOO!

brought to fruition we shall place

ALTHOUGH thousands of
readers have written to
thank us concerning 'the
introduction of the £5 Superhet
Three, there are many, judging

the necessary details before our
readers. In this new three -valve
receiver we have considerably

cut down the initial expenses and
yet have specified British -

made valves ;

by our correspondence, to whom

the sum of £5 represents too

great an amount to

be ex-

receiver is

pended on a wireless receiver.
There are, of course, many
listeners who do not want such
a powerful type of receiver as a

ful continental stations when the

home programmes are not to

ideal

for- those

who wish to build a Christmas
present for less fortunate friends,

or for those who want a good
stand-by receiver upon which
the family may listen whilst
experiments are being carried
out on , other pieces of ap-

superhet, and who are quite

satisfied with the local stations
at good volume, and the ability
to hear most of the more power-

every possible

expense has been saved. The

paratus.
These Three photographs shorn the neat, compact, and simple lay -out
Full constructional
of the Hall -Mark Three.

details

will be given next week in our
their liking. Obviously, theregreatly
enlarged
Christmas Number, which
fore, this class of listener may be catered receiver. We are continually experimenting will be on sale on ,Wednesday next,
with
a
view
to
introducing
new
ideas
in
our
economical
for by means of a quite
price 4d.
receiver ; and in furtherance of our Low pages, and as soon as a scheme has been
Price Campaign, and to meet the demand
CF 7i-cans/tor/per
called for by the above -mentioned listeners,

we are next week publishing details for
the construction of a new three -valuer.

As may be seen from the, above announce-

ment, the receiver will be known as the
Hall -Mark Three, and it will be an Economy

Receiver in every sense --initial cost and
The illustrations accomupkeep cost.
panying these notes will give you an idea
of the neatness of the receiver, as well as
the simplicity of the complete apparatus.
For those who can read a circuit diagram,

the details of the receiver will be fully

apparent. The popular S.G., detector, and
power combination of valves is employed,
and the minimum of components has been
incorporated.
Although we have only recently issued
a blueprint (of the Superhet Battery Three)
we make no apology for again producing
another receiver; as this, new model is

designed for those readers who did not wish
to avail themselves of the superheterodyne

Theoretical circuit of the Hall -Mark Three.
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In

This

Article it

is

suggested

that the
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paying careful attention to the values of
the coupling components and of the G.B.

voltage. The arrangement is obviously as
compromise, but it is a very good com.
promise, and possesses no serious faults.

Two Pentagrids
There is a rather different direction in
which the superhet may develop in the

Future Superhet Might Have

Only Two (or Even One) Valve. By FRANK PRESTON
THERE is very little doubt that the entitled " Reflex Circuits for the Experisuperhet has at last come to stay- menter," published in the issue of this
at least for a number of years. I
dated September 1st, 1934, very
say " at fast " because superhets have journal
results have been obtained.
been " fading " in and out of popularity promising
Also, in the issue dated November

future. I refer to the use of two valve -0
of the pentagrid, heptode, or octode variety,'

of which one is used as first detector and
oscillator, the second being employed for
I.F. amplification, second detection, and
L.F. amplification. This sounds rather toe
much to ask or to expect, but a circuit
somewhat on these lines has actually been
24th, I used commercially on the Continent. I
for the past ten years at least. Many diffi- described a two -valve reflex
superheteronot claim to have experimented with
culties were experienced in connection
suitable for short-wave reception, do
such an arrangement myself, but I do
with the earlier receivers of this type, and and there is no reason
why
this
should not intend to do so, for the scheme opens up ft.
it was a long time before
new and interesting
they were able to de)"--2 field. Moreover, if it
monstrate 'quite clearly
HT* proves practicable, the
that they were able to
circuit will be very
give reproduction perfectly as good as that to
adaptableforuseinportbe obtained from any
able receivers, since it

dyne.

other type of circuit.

can be made extremely

may be termed-which

be too expensive.

The fault-if such it

compact and need not

In case any reader
would like to interest

survived longest was
that a comparatively
large number of valves
was required. That this

himself in the suggested

scheme the general

obstacle has now been
broken down is clearly
illustrated by the introduction of the _ " (£5

circuit arrangement is
given in Fig. 1. It is

not claimed that this
will give good reception,

Superhet Three," which,

but there appears to be
no reason why it should
not be developed. The

although having only

three valves, comprises
all the stages which are
necessary in a modern,
high-grade superhetero.
dyne receiver. It can be
said, without fear of
contradiction, that this
latest " Practical Wire.
less " receiver represents

first

*
c sy- z r- Hr-

Fig. 1.-The rath er unusual two -valve superheterodyne referred
suggested as a basis for experiment.

the ultimate in the way
of superheterodyne simplicity and reliability

LTf-

to on this page, and

difficulty

which

arises is in connection
with the possible interaction between the
three stages confined

within the second valve
because, as is \yell
known, this type of
valve is designed to give
electron mixing. But

be modified for broadcast
by using a
need not necessarily prove to be a
capable of being built with the available pentag,Tid in place of theuse,
pentode first this
components.
detector -oscillator. The general arrange- difficult obstacle at the comparatively
frequency at which the valve functions.
ment of the set would be Similar to that of low
There is a third method by which the
Multiple Valves
the short -waver described, with the excep- number
of valves in a superheterodyne
But just as the number of valves required tion that a band7pass filter would be
be limited to two ; by using a multiple
for a superhet has gradually been reduced required between the aerial and the modu- might
valve of the driver class B type as I.F.
from eight or more (as many as sixteen lator grid of the first valve, and standard amplifier,
detector, and L.F. amplivalves are used even to -day in certain 150-kc. I.F. transformers would be used for fier. The second
connections for this valve would
American superhets) down to three, so is coupling the intermediate -frequency stages. be approximately
as shown in Fig. 2, where
there every possibility that in the future Another modification which is well worth a
(Continued on page 401)
the number will be still further decreased. trial is the substitu/FT
At first glance such a change might seem tion of a high -impeimpossible, but some wonderful improve- dance, low -frequency
ments have been effected in the design pentode for the H.F.
of British valves of late. In addition to pentode used in the
the value of multiple valves, however, it is I.F. stage. A valve

well to bear in mind the possibility of of this type (the Cos-

" reflexing " ; that is, using one valve for sor 220 H.P.T., for
both high- and low -frequency amplification. example) has characThis system was very popular some ten teristics for rendering

years ago, and there is every possibility it very suitable for

that it might be revived in the near future.
Even in the past it was possible to obtain
some quite good results with reflex circuits,
but conditions are now far more favourable,
present valves and components being far
superior to their prototypes.

H.F. amplification at
the frequency of the
I.F. amplifier, and it

is certainly far

superior as a low frequency amplifier.
When using a valve

Reflexing
of this type it is not
I have recently carried out a number of difficult to obtain a

interesting experiments with modern reflex fairly
circuits, and, as I pointed out in the article power

substantial
output by

Fig. 2.-Another futuristic suggestion for using a driver class
B valve for I.F. amplification,
second detection, and L.F.
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Whistle Interference
How Whistles are Caused and Simple Methods of Curing Them

By W. J. DELANEY
not possible to design a receiver of the
type which is entirely
spoiled for the majority of lis- superheterodyne
teners owing to the accompani- free in all parts of the country, and very
ment of whistles which are received with much depends upon the proximity of the
MANY worth -while programmes are

This trouble is very prevalent

nearest transmitting station. The second -

the signal.
in the neighbourhood of a transmitting channel whistle is caused by the incoming
station when the receiver in use is of the signals from the nearby station beating
superheterodyne type, but it may also be with either the I.F. frequency or with

experienced when only a simple receiver
is being used. The latter interference is
generally due to the fact that the received
station is working on a wavelength very

harmonics thereof. Thus

close to another station, and the side -bands

difficult.

separate note, an effect which most listeners
now know as a heterodyne. Those readers

Other Whistles

of the two stations overlap and set up a

who have studied the superheterodyne
circuit know that it makes use for its
efficiency of a special circuit which is
tuned to a frequency slightly different
from the desired station, and that this

to

effect

a

complete cure it is necessary to prevent
the local station from affecting the aerial,
a feat which would be found exceedingly

The two forms of whistle which have

The Goltone Whistle Filter

been mentioned may be said to be the only

ones which trouble the user of a modern
receiver, and it should be unnecessary than the other stations. This second -channel
to state that the whistle caused by the problem is, of course, one good reason for
excessive use of reaction must be cured selecting a different frequency for the I.F.
circuit is coupled in such a manner that the by a more judicious use of the receiver. stages, although it is not such a simple
oscillations from it beat with the oscilla- On no account should the reaction control problem to select one which will not bring
tions from the desired station, and a com- be advanced to the point where the whistle its whistles in the range of the normal
pletely different frequency is generated is produced. To ascertain whether a whistle tuning band.
from the difference between the two fre- is due to your receiver or a transmission
This heterodyne may be caused
quencies.
is only necessary to turn the tuning
outside the receiver and was at one time very it
control. If you are oscillating and protroublesome in the European ether, although ducing the whistle, the note will vary
the recent Lucerne scheme has done as you tune to a station, arrive at the

a great deal to eliminate it. On the long exact tuning point, and pass away from it
waves, however, some whistling
again. The note first appears of a very high
pitch, will drop in pitch and intensity as
the exact tuning spot is found, and then
will rise again in both pitch and intensity
when the tuning control is further turned.
On the other hand, a second -channel
whistle, as well as a heterodyne whistle
caused by interfering stations, will retain

Curing the Whistles

However, having located the cause of

our whistles, the next problem is to get rid

of them. If only a heterodyne whistle
spoils your reception, the simplest cure,
and, in fact, the only one, is to filter it out
by means of a tuned circuit. The arrange-

ment is exemplified in the tone control

circuit employed with a pentode valve for

a similar purpose, although in the case

of the heterodyne whistle we have a little
more difficulty. Obviously, the removal
of the whistle will also remove all musical
its note unless the station (or stations) frequencies of that frequency and above,
in the case of the latter vary their frequency. and consequently the filter must be so
If you are using °a !superheterodyne, and designed that the cut-off point is most
are not certain whether a whistle is due to accurately located. It is of little use
second -channel or heterodyne, the following arranging to introduce a filter (to cut off
data will enable you to ascertain the cause frequencies above, say, 4,000 cycles and
of the trouble. Ascertain the frequency of then to erect such a filter only to find
your nearest station, and add to that that it exerts a gradual attenuating effect
frequency double the frequency used in from about 1,000 cycles upwards. Probably
your I.F. circuits. Now tune to the point the simplest solution is to purchase one
on your tuning scale represented by that of the specially -designed filters sold by
frequency. As an example, suppose you Messrs. Wearite, Bulgin, or Ward and
live somewhere in the London area. The Goldstone. These may be obtained to have
two London stations have frequencies of cut-off points at any desired frequency, and
1,149 kc/s (National) and 877 kc/s (Re- they may be relied upon to do their job
gional). Assuming that the I.F. frequency thoroughly. A 1 henry choke and some
is 110 kc/s, which is the normal value, condensers arranged as shown below
we should expect to find the most prominent
whistles at 1149-(2 x 110) and 877-

Another form of commercial heterodyne
whistle filter.

(Continued on page 394)

(2 x 110). This gives us 1149-220 or 929,

and 657 kc/s.

A glance at the list of

European transmissions shows us that a frequency of 929 kc/s falls between Brno trans-

very evident on each side of Droitwich,
but no doubt this will be removed in due mitting with a frequency of 922 kc/s, and
course. On the medium waves there is very Brussels No. 2 with a frequency of 932

little trouble from this cause, the principal kc/s, whilst 757 kc/s coincides practically
Cologne (Langenberg) on 658 kc/s.
points of trouble being found to be due with
to commercial stations as distinct from The latter station is immediately above the
North Regional (668 kc/s) and is therefore
broadcasting stations.
readily identifiable, whilst the second channel whistle from the National station
Second -channel Whistles
Those readers who have built the Super - will be located just above Poste-Parisien.

het Three, in either the battery or A.C. The North Regional and Poste-Parisien

types, may find that it' is particularly transmissions are mentioned as they are

.0017340003 MFD
TO gET

-0005 M

°1

CHOKE

well received by even a modest receiver Another circuit for a whistle filter,
1 henry choke.
parts of the country. Unfortunately, it is and form more readily identified points
free from second -channel difficulties in most

using
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OINTS
OUT AEI" alp
TUNING COILS
I I)

I I I)

ALTHOUGH there are very many highclass commercially -made -tuning

Some Interesting Data Concerning
coils, of both the air -cored and the Ordinary Solenoids in which No
iron -cored types available for the constructor
Iron Core is Employed

to incorporate in sets, many amateurs prefer
to make their own. This is not wholly due

The second point which helps to reduce

self -capacity

is to keep the amount of!

solid dielectric (insulating material) to a'
For this reason, coils for very
short-wave working are usually made selfminimum.

to, say, 2,000 metres with the same con- supporting, and have no formers.
denser.
H.F. Resistance
But to assist those who dislike calculafor consideration comes the ques;.
tions, the approximate values are given tionNext
of high -frequency resistance. It may
below :curious, but it is nevertheless true,
Medium --wave coil-approx. 175 micro - seem
that
the
resistance of a coil, taken under
henries.
to make satisfactory solenoid tuning coils.
direct -current conditions, is less
Long -wave coil-approx. 2,000. micro - ordinary
than when taken under high -frequencyhenries.
current conditions. A coil with high H.F.
Special Points
resistance is susceptible to losses, and the
Before going into the details of winding damping effect produced results in poor

to the fact that the home-made article is
cheaper, but in a great measure can be
attributed to the preference of the keen
constructor for incorporating as much as
possible of his own handiwork in his set.
It is not a difficult matter to design and

Fig. 1.-Showing how some of the self-capacity
effects are distributed in a double -layer coil.

Principles Involved
In the first place, it must be remembered

specifications, we must consider some selectivity.
The difference between D.C. and H.F.
special points. Not only must our coils be
of the correct inductance, but they must be resistance is mainly due to what is known
as free as possible from certain sources of as " skin effect," which means that,:
losses, which, if present, will seriously affect although a direct current may be considered as permeating the whole of the
the efficiency of
4
section of a wire, the current distribution
the receiver, either
of a radio -frequency current is not uniform.
by reducing the
The current is confined mainly to the
amount of amplifi-

that the process of tuning, for which, of
course, our coils are required, consists in
adjusting an electrical circuit until it is in cation, -or by
resonance with the signal it is required to making the tuning
receive. The term " in resonance " means " flat " or unselecthat the circuit will accept and build up tive.
energy at the desired frequency or wave
main things
length, but it is not very sensitive to signals toThe
guard against
of other frequencies.

surface of the conductor, as shown in
Fig. 3. For this reason, many very efficient

2 coils are wound with " Litz " wire, which
consists of a large number of very fine

strands, each separately insulated. This.
wire is rather expensive, and difficult to

connect efficiently', and solid wire of
fairly thick gauge is quite satisfactory for
medium -wave coils. The windings given
in this article refer to such wires.

are

first, self A circuit is brought to resonance by the capacity
of the
process of arranging that its inductances coil; and second,
and capacity are of exactly the correct high radio -frevalue. The wavelength to which a circuit quency resistance ;
is in resonance. or " in tune " can be com- and we will conputed from formulae or from special charts. sider each in turn.
Put into words, we say the wavelength
Each individual
squared is equal to a constant times the turn
of a coil acts
product of the inductance in microhenries as the
plate of a
and the capacity in microfarads.
The very small conexpression is only given to indicate that denser, so that
the wavelength to which a circuit is tuned the distributed
depends upon the values of inductance and capacity is as
capacity.

Actual Figures
Most readers know that the inductance
of a circuit is found chiefly in the coil, and
the capacity chiefly in the condenser. It
will therefore be dear that if a coil and a
condenser of fixed capacity are in association, it will be tuned to one wavelength
only.

To be able to tune in any wave-

length, we must be able to alter either the
inductance or the capacity, and in modern
radio engineering the tuning is nearly
always done by adjusting the capacity by
means of a variable condenser.

shown in Fig. 1.

It is necessary for

the capacity of a

In calculating the windings for coils
of various inductances, a number of factors
have to be taken into consideration. In'
the case of radio -frequency coils, the
somewhat simple formula which applies
to low -frequency coils is not -accurate.

Unfortunately, no one has been able to
discover the true mathematical law which:
governs coil design, so any calculations
must be based on what are known as
" empirical " formulae, that is to say, rules
of thumb which have been devised as the
Fig. 2.--A tuning coil result of many experiments.
showing the long -wave
For those who have not the inclination

resonant circuit to windings divided into
be due as much
sections.
as possible to the
tuning condenser, where its amount can be
controlled. If the distributed capacity of
the coil is high, tuning will tend to be flats
and, in addition, much of the signal energy
will be shunted away from the tuning circuit
through this unwanted capacity, and
volume will be lost.
In order to reduce this loss to a minimum
it is necessary to take care of two things.

Actually, of course, it is usual to have First, the H.F. voltage between adjacent
one winding on the coil for tuning between turns of the coil must be kept as small as
200 and 550 metres, and another winding possible. This condition is best met, of
for the long waves, the " wave -change ' course, in the familiar single -layer winding,

switch being used for cutting out the long - which should always be adopted for short wave winding when it is desired to listen and medium -wave windings, as at those comon the medium waves.
The normal paratively high frequencies the condenser
capacity of the average tuning condenser is effect is the most serious. In the case of
.0005 nifd. at maximum setting, and it is long -wave windings, where the number of
not a very difficult matter to calculate from turns is so great, that a single -layer coil
the expression mentioned previously the would be impracticable, " bunched " windcorrect inductance for a medium -wave coil ings are usual, but the winding is usually
tuning up to 550 metres, using such a con- divided up into several sections in
denser, and for a long -wave coil tuning up slots, such as indicated in Fig, 2. different

or the time to work out windings for themselves, here are two tried and recommended
specifications for medium -wave coils ; in

3.-Indicating two cross -sections of a
conductor, that on the left carrying a steady
D.C. current (even distribution o f current over.
the whole section) while that on the right
carries an H.F. current (current flow confined

to a " thin skin").

each case 58 turns of Wire will be wanted.'
Use No. 28 double -silk -covered wire on a
2in. diameter former, or No. 24 wire on a,
21in. diameter former. For a long -wave
coil to work in conjunction with
above,'
Wind a total of 260 turns ofthe
No. 36
double -silk -covered wire on a liin. diameter
slotted former, dividing the turns between
four slots, each about kin. deep-

,

-
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timh limn) hilb, the wires being soldered

A Wire -straightening Device

easily -made device shown in the
I accompanying sketch will be found
very useful for straightening wire, and also
for cleaning. A piece of hard wood about
thick is groOved as
bin. by 2in. by

shown, the groove being about 3/16in.
'wide by fin. deep. After this is done a
lid is fixed into
position by means
of a screw, so that
it pivots at one end.
For cleaning wire a

THAT DODGE OF YOURS !
Every Reader of " PRACTICAL WIRELESS" must have originated some little
dodge which would interest other readers.
not pass it on to us ? We pay £1.10-0
I Why
for the best wrinkle submitted, and for every
other item published on this page we will pay
Turn that idea of yours to
half -a -guinea

account by sending it in to us addressed

I

to the Editor, " PRACTICAL WIRELESS,"
George Newnes, Ltd., 8-11, Southampton
Street, Strand, 'W.C.2. Put your name and
address on every item. Please note that every
Mark
notion sent in must be original.
Do NOT
envelopes Radio Wrinkles."
enclose Queries with your Wrinkle.
MIR. NUN 14=1.041111040111.0411111.4.11..E.1.0.011. 04111/1,0116+

to the side allcl contact, on the base. After

fixing the wires the interior of the socket
is filled with sealing wax. The socket
screws into any flash lamp or torch, and
the expanding clip grips firmly on the
index finger.-A. SAGE (Lancaster).

A Simple Tester

j HAVE found the simple tester, shown
in the sketch, very useful in ascertaining the flow of very small currents. A

small circular glass bottle is half filled with
salt water. Then
an old flashlight
bulb is carefully
broken so as to

drilled centrally to act as a bearing. Two
pieces of lin. square ebonite, lin. long, are leave the two fine
used as side supports. The ends are wires intact. It it
drilled and tapped so that the front and then inserted into

SMALL GLASS.

BOTTLE.

back may be screwed to them. The the neck of the
Q.M.B. spring and the brass contact small
bottle (a

An effective wire -straightening device.

springs are also screwed to the supports fairly tight fit) and
as shown.
sealed in with pitch
A knob, screwed 2B.A., is fitted to the by Divans of a hot
Screw the
4 BA b SMALL
iron.
WASHER SOLDERED
tester into a small
holder, such as a

bulb holder,

strip of emery cloth is pressed into the

fuse

Barking).

wires. If current
is flowing, bubbles,
which are plainly

SALT
WATER

SCPEWE0 END
OF FLASH LAMP

groove, but for straightening wire this is
not necessary.-G. W. ARNOLD (New

and connect up the

Making a Q.M.B. Switch

visible, will rise to
the top of the salt.
A simple tester.
Water. - Euwkan
J. Woou (Dunkerton).
A Warning Light for Earthing
Switch
THIS handy device acts as a reminder
to earth your set after switching off.

HERE is a cheap, and simple, method
of

making

a

useful

Q.M.B.

switch. A piece of ebonite, *in. long by

through the home-made Q.M.B.
switch, showing the contacts and springs for
Sections

2 BA

giving a snap action.

EBONITE
FIXING BUSH

CENTRE

TENSION
ADJUSTING
SCREW

%THICK

Pt LONG

spindle, and the switch can be turned on
In place of the usual s.r.D.T. earthing
or off with a rotary action.
The nut and bolt fitted to the spring is switch insert a D.P.D.T. switch. Connect
used to adjust the tension.-C. E. GREAVE8 up the switch as before, and to the vacant
(Birtley).

SPRINGY

SOLDERING
TAGS

BRASS

CONTACT

SPRING

EBONITE

WASHER

EBONITE

2BA

Iii*Xx 4

NxNX,1

A simple home-made Q.M.B. switch.

Bin. by *in., is drilled through its length
!and tapped 2B.A. A piece of 2B.A. rod,
-2j-in. long, is screwed into this until about

side connect ill series your L.T. supply and
panel bulb, or a Bpecial warning bulb.

Thus the light will remain on until the
THIS handy device, for use when set is earthed.-H. PARKIN (P,Ot IterilaM).
tinkering inside a set, is made from
an expanding fountain pen clip. The
metal spear point with ball end is cut off,
leaving enough metal for drilling a small
hole to take a set screw for attaching a

A Useful Finger Lamp

standard flash -lamp bulb -holder. A length

of twin fine silk flex connects this to a

flash lamp socket made from a burnt -out
FOUNTAIN
CLIP.
P

lin. projects. It is then drilled at right
angles and tapped 4B.A., a short 4B.A.
brass stud being screwed through. A brass
washer is slipped on and soldered to the
stud, which is then filed down until only
a small amount projects on each side. A
piece of ebonite 3/16in. thick is cut
.11 -in. in length by lin. wide in the
;centre, and tapering to *in. at the
,ends. This piece is fitted with

a fixing bush. Another piece 3/16in.
made liin. long by sin.
wide, having a 3/16in, diameter hole

,thick is

Fitting a warning light to an aeriallearthing
A useful finger -lamp device.

switch.
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FROM ST. MARTIN'S
TO THE COMMODORE
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In This Article Readers are Taken on a Trip with the B.B.C. Outside
Broadcast Engineers to a Number of Places from which Relays are
Made, Ranging from St. Martin -in -the -Fields to the Popular Broadcasts

on Saturdays from the Commodore Theatre

LET us clamber into the big green van,
owned by the B.B.C. outside broadcast engineers, and accompany them
on a trip to a number of places from which
programmes are relayed ; the first ono on

at the top of a winding flight
of stairs, and through a small

Church in Trafalgar Square, take a look
at the paVement artist who (with his pictures
propped up against the churchyard railings); broadcast recently in the " In Town
To -night " series.
The B.B.C. expert
dragged this anonymous supporter of St.
Martin's up to the studio to broadcast !
But inside St. Martin's there is work to

electrician up in the listening

window he can see what is
going on in the body of the

church below. There is a
red
light in front of the
As the van draivs up outside the famous pulpit reading desk, and
the

our list is St. Martin -in -the -Fields.

room can hear on his own

headphones what is happening back in the B.B.C. studio.
Immediately the announcer
has made:- the opening to
the St. Martin's service, and
the bells have been
be done. This is one of the regular check- when
the red light on
ups on the. B.B.C. microphone lay -out. broadcast,
the
pulpit
desk
flashes, and
Ask the engineer in charge what he knows the service begins.
about the microphone arrangements at
some of London's famous churches, and At Sadler's Wells Theatre.
he will tell you that St. Martin's (which is
Well, our microphone
still the most popular radio church),
presents fewer problems to the electricians checking is done here and
than do any of the others. At St. Martin - then the B.B.C. van sets off
in -the -Fields the microphones are nearly again through Islington, pallalways in the same position, and only one ing up at Sadler's Wells
alteration in the wiring and microphone Theatre-the latest opera -Broadcasting House, -the headquarters of British broadcasting
lay -out has been made since St. Martin's centre to be on the B.B.C.
first came on the B.B.C. outside broadcast outside broadcast schedule. This famous microphones will have to go,
the
list.
old theatre became derelict, of course; and
will be arranged.
Millions of people probably listen in to was finally pulled down and replaced by
It
is
not
by
any
means
straightforward,
the' services and these services (which, the present red -brick building, opened in and all sorts of freak effects
are noticed
of course, are given at a special time) 1931. It suits the B.B.C. very well, as the at seine relays.
attract very large congregations. It is no interior, being plain, results in- good acoustic
uncommon sight on a Sunday evening to properties for the microphone.
Arranging the Orchestra
see hundreds of people queueing up to get
There are also one or two interesting
For instance, at one West End of London
into St. Martin's during the radio service, things about the building itself which are a
and there must be something about the help to broadcasts. For instance, Miss cinema the microphone arrangements are
unusual. Practicallyevery week a piano
simplicity of the broadcast services which Lilian Baylis (who, of course, is in charge most
thaws so many Londoners to the church of Sadler's Wells and the Old Vic), has her solo or a lengthy piece .combining
itself, although they could just as well own private window at the back of the piano and orchestra is given. And yet the
folle:w the service over the radio.
circle balcony. One of the B.B.C. com- piano is right at the back of the orchestra
mentators used this in a description, which pit and is well away from the microphone.
Some curious sound reflection effect appears
3iily Two Microphones
was included as part of the recent broad- to
make this a good position, and if the
cast
of
"
The
Devil
Take
Her."
There are only two microphones to do all
There's B.B.C. outside broadcast engineers did
not
not
much
checking
to
be
done
hereof
Wit work at St. Martin's, and if you walk
the
a check on this in their file at Broad)kbout in the dimmed light of the church microphone position, for this is one of the keep
casting House, they would constantly be
111r- a few moments you will see where the most recent B.B.C. installations.
getting the microphone positions wrong.
R.B.C. experts have placed them.
All the control apparatus is below stage,
strings are in front of the microphone
One microphone is suspended on a wire and there is an ingenious indicating system onThe
left, and the wood winds in front on
Rable about half -way down the body of the so that the man at the controls, although the the
right.
The 'cellos are behind the strings,
church, and is well above the heads of the unable to see the actors and actresses on and the brass
in the right-hand corner of the
congregation, the other microphone being the stage, can anticipate the particularly
behind the wood winds. The string
installed in the pulpit. The organ, which loud and soft portions, and can even, by hall
basses are tucked away in an alcove at the
broadcasts so well, is on a balcony at the means of the indicator, tell when a " star
right-hand side of the orchestra
end of the church remote from the altar.
is about to come forward to the footlights. extreme
pit.
was found on a balance test that
The B.B.C. wanted to make a feature The microphone is turned full on so that if the 'It
bass was in the body of the orchestra
of St. Martin's organ, and when the church the radio audience does not miss a word ! Pit there
was too much " boom " and echo.
first came on the outside broadcast list, Not all B.B.C. installations have this
Now we go back across London to the
the engineers put a third microphone; indicator scheme, and in many cases where Commodore
s4ling up from a wire suspended across the relays have to be done, it is difficult to mersmith. Theatre in King Street, HamEvery National programme
balcony. It was found, however, that get the microphones up in the correct listener knows
the Commodore, for every
this microphone was not very effective in position.
Saturday
lunch
time a relay is made from
picking up the singing of the congregation,
At one of the engineer's offices at Broad- there of the very versatile Commodore
and was too sensitive to the organ.
casting House is a special file in which, on Theatre Orchestra.
The service is conducted from the pulpit, sheets of squared paper, are kept accurate
There are eighteen in the orchestra, and
so there is no need to have a large number of records of the microphone positions at each they
broadcast from the big
microphones for the choir.
outside broadcast spot. Pencil sketches café of the Commodore. green and cream
As in all outside broadcasts, the service are
just how the microphones
Visitors are not allowed in to see the
has to be controlled by an electrician. are fittedshowing
up, so that when the green van orchestra broadcasting during B.B.C.
Tile man who does this job sits up in a little goes off on one of its trips the engineers but, for an hour
every Friday night, the
room on the right -hand -side of the -church in charge- know beforehand where the
(continued on page 387)
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"In a Class

by Themselves"

says " Practical Wireless " Test Report (Oct. 13th, 1934).

QUALITY is Your

First
Requirement.
Follow the Example of the large majority of
British Radio Manufacturers

and install

The London
to Melbourne Air

USE A ROLA SPEAKER WITH
F. J. CAMM'S £5 SUPERHET THREE
because

Race was won on

when used with the 220 PT output valve specified for this receiver it

accu racy-accu racy

will be found that THE WHOLE OF THE TRANSFORMER IN THE ROLA IS

of

workmanship,

accuracy of navigation. Accuracy was
a matter of life and

death to Scott and Black.
So with condensers. Accuracy in

these vital components is not,, it is true, a
matter of life and death, but it is a matter of
good and bad reception. You can make sure
of getting accurate condensers by insisting on
T.M.C.-HYDRA condensers.

This is just one reason why, quite apart from superior general
design, you will obtain SUPREME PERFORMANCE by using any of the
following Rola models.
USED.

Model FR5-PM (6" dia.) ..
Model FR6-PM (71" dia.) Dustproof
Model FR7-PM (9" dia.) ..

ROLA DUAL BALANCED PAIRS
These specially compensated pairs of speakers reach a degree of perfection
unattainable by any single speaker. Here indeed is radio at its best.
CONSISTING OF
PRICE
TYPE
A

2 F5 field excited :.

II

2 FR5 permanent magnet

C

2 F6 field excited
F6 field excited & 1 F7 field excited

D
E

F

G

T. M . C .
HBRITISH MADE

..

29/6
39/6
49/6

H

£2 12 6
£2 11 6

:.

£3:

1

2 FR6 permanent magnet
FR6 permanent magnet & 1 FR7 permanent magnet
..
F6 field excited & 1 FR7 permanent magnet
.,
F6 field excited & 1 F7 permanent magnet
1
1
1

1,

6

£4 0 0
£1 L17 6
£4 5 0
£4 0 0
£4 12 6

All models are supplied with transformer for either Pentode or Triode
If you are using high resistance Pentode or Class B valves state
type of valve used when ordering. In the case of field excited types
state field resistance -2000 ohms field (1001165 volts D.C.), 6,500 ohms
field (200/250 volts D.C.).
valves.

EXTENSION SPEAKERS

CONDENSERS
Stringent testing of each individual unit at every
stage of manufacture ensures the production of
condensers that start accurate and stay accurate.

T.M.C.-HARWELL (SALES) Ltd
Britannia House, 233 Shaftesbury Avenue
London, VV.C.2. (A few doors from New Oxford Street)
Telephone: Temple Bar 0055 (3 lines)

Made by TELEPHONE MANUFACTURING Co,Lto

Rola have published a chart showing the Extension Speaker you
should use with all factory -made receivers: Rola supply speakers
to the large majority of British Radio Manufacturers. It is essential
that the speech coil impedance of the Extension Speaker exactly
matches that of the speaker in the set. You will see, therefore, why

YOUR EXTENSION SPEAKER MUST BE A ROLA:
With most receivers FR6-PMM (without transformer) is suitable
Also obtainable in magnificent burr walnut cabinet Model No: 2

For the remainder FR6-PM (with

transformer
Extension Speaker broadsheet) is suitable

as

per

32r.;

62'6

our

39'6

Also obtainable in magnificent burr walnut cabinet; Model No:1

/Or -

Write for the Rola folder and THE BRITISH ROLA
Extension Speaker broadLTD.,
sheet showing correct Exten- Dept. CO.,
N., Minerva Road,
sion Speaker for all British
Park Royal, N.W.le,
factory -made receivers.
'Phone: IV illesden 4322-3-4-5-6.
4i111!=1111111.11=111111MMI
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Hear your set
with a
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tZTTZI?

SC2

" Edge -on " anodes, minimising
interelectrode capacity.

Uniquely sprung long life filament of unusually sturdy con-

struction.
All parts completely interlocked,
eliminating microphony.

9t

means,

exceptional
T" patent design of the anode of the
362 Battery SG2 provides exceptionally small interelectrode capacity
owing to their " edge -on " construction.
This valve has an unusually long straight

BLUE SP

portion to its characteristic, and can
therefore be particularly recommended
for a last S.G. stage.

SPEAKE

If you would like a real wireless " ear -opener " get
your dealer to let you hear your set with a Blue Spot
Speaker. It is the nearest thing to perfection in reproduction you have ever heard. You simply can't
fail to be astonished at its performance. For your
own sake make a point of hearing Blue Spot to -day.

ALL 362 VALVES ARE GUARANTEED
FOR 6 MONTHS. IF NOT STOCKED

BY LOCAL DEALER SEND P.O. DIRECT
TO US.

" 362 " PRICES : BATTERY VALVES
L 3/6, Power 4/-. Super
Power 4/6, SG & VS 7/6, Pentode Type

-H, HL &

10/ -,BA & BX 9/-.
" 362 " A.C. MAINS-ACHL4 7/6,
ACPX4
ACSG4 & ACVS4 12/6,
ACME & ACHM 13/-, RB41 7/6,
RB42 10/-.

speaker at a very attractive

price. The " Star " Junior gives a greatly extended
resionse and the reproduction is amazingly natural and
vivid in every detail of speech, song or instrumental music.

FEATURES. New Magnet design. Die cast
chassis. Transformer with n points matching
to suit all usual output stages or for use as an
extension speaker.

PRICE' 35/. Cabinet me del in Oak and Chromium

BLUE SPOT PICK-UP

This new model presents many attractive features. Tracking error is reduced

to the minimum. The head lifts back
for needle changing, eliminating risk of
damage to records. Perfect reproduc-

tion of all frequencies without overloading. Screened leads. An earth
connection provided. Special Volume
Control giving silent and distortionless
adjustment,.

Price £1 7. 6.1 or without
Volume Control £1 1. 6.

48/6

BLUE SPOT "STAR"

A really outstanding speaker
giving a degree of naturalness
In reproduction never before
achieved. It has a wonderful
magnet, die cast chassis, novel

exterior suspension, independent
on/off switch, and many other
features.
Price 70/... Cabinet model in
walnut and chromium 98/-.

REMOTE VOLUME -CONTROL & ON/OFF SWITCH

A special addition to the " Star " speaker
speaker can be controlled from the armchair. A welcome Christmas
which confers the unique advantage that this
present.

Price

1016

Send for Free Pamphlet, No.
THE BRITISH BLUE SPOT CO. LTD.
Blue Spot House, 94/96, Rosoman St.,
Rosebery Avenue, London, E.C.1.

agents and Bookstalls,

Scotland and Wales: H. C. RAW SON
(Sheffield and London),
Ltd.,

8-11, Southampton St.,
Strand. London, W.0.2

Distributors for Northern England,

SHEFFIELD 22, St, Mary's Par-

sonage, Manchester. 177, Westgate
Road, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 37, 38,
39, Clyde Place, Glasgow.
45,
Springbank,

THE 362 RADIO VALVE MT
STONEHAM RD, LONDON ,E.5.

CX/

BLUE
SPOT " STAR " JUNIOR
This is an exceptionally
fine

VIE

Obtainable el all Xotes.

or by pool

1/2 fr4111
George 4Veiones, Ltd.,
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was used as a basis of measurement ,tttst Iii
engineer took radial measurements Irma this

' and his Orchestra used to play in the cinema
itself, and the microphones were suspended

FROM ST. MARTIN'S TO THE
COMMODORE

above the orchestra in the orchestra pit.
But when talkies came along, it was
programme on the stage, and this really impossible to broadcast at a suitable time
shows how it is all done.
from the cinema, so Joseph Muscant and
The Saturday broadcasts from the Com- his orchestra went up to the cafe. The
modore- have become one of the " spot " orchestra now plays in this large room on the
features for the B.B.C. programme com- first floor, and gives a programme specially
pilem -There is something very satisfactory arranged for broadcasting. The B.B.C.
about these broadcasts on the technical
have carefully worked out the
side, for there is a noticeable' echo in the engineers
positions downstairs in the
transmission which adds brilliance to the microphone
orchestra, and makes it compare favourably cinema, and when the new arrangements
with the type of transmission the B.B.C. came into being they had to shift the
gets from the now famous Grand Hotel " mike " and amplifiers up to the cafe,
and make a new test to find out where the
at Eastbourne.
microphone should go. Eventually it was
Microphone Arrangements of the found that one of the microphones could

and so found the proper positions for each
member of the orchestra.
The conductor himself stands on an old

THE A.C. INDUCTION

Automatic Stop and Start

(Continued from page 384)

orchestra gives a special " broadcast "

soap box while broadcasting, and just

recently the B.B.C. have installed one of
the new condenser microphones in a metal
case, shaped like a torpedo.
We are here at the Commodore only an
hour or so before the Saturday broadcast
is to begin. Hurriedly the microphone
arrangements ore checked, and a test made
of the 'phone lino through to Broadcasting
House. Then we pack back into the van
and speed off home . . not to Broadcasting House, as you might think, but to the
headquarters of the B.B.C. outside broad-

be put just in front of a huge flower basket cast staff at Clapham, where the B.B.C. has
Commodore Theatre
Before talkies came in Joseph Muscant in the centre of the cafe. This flower basket a large research station.

GRAMOPHONE MOTOR

In those electric gramophone motors
fitted with an automatic starting and
stopping device the mechanism is arranged

between the undersi-le of the turntable

and the top plate, anc so out of sight when
the turntable is in position. When the

pick-up arm is in its normal positionresting away from the record-the.

This Article the Construction and Working of This Type
of Motor is Briefly Explained.
By L. A. HODGES

In

i.e.,

switch for the motor is " open," and the
action of bringing the pick-up arm to the

edge of the record for playing automat ical ly

It is these field coils which are closes the switch by the operation of the
connected across the supply mains, and mechanism underneath the turntable. When
thereby electrically excited, which causes the pick-up arm reaches the end of the
the rotor to rotate in its bearings. The record, the hidden mechanism automatically
reason for such a motion, which is the opens the motor switch again.
theory of the induction motor, hardly

FOR those listeners who, have an A.C.
supply available the most popular
of electric drives for the gramophone
section of the set is the induction motor.
This motor has no commutator and brushes
with their usual sparking troubles, which

pole.

often introduce unwanted noises in the concerns us directly here, but we are Running Cost
reproduction. It is of the variable speed directly concerned with its high speed.
type, mechanically controlled, is selfThis typical type of A.C. gramophone
starting, and is standardized for the regular Obtaining .78 r.p.m.
motor is easily lilted to the top plate
supply voltages of 110 to 250 'at 40 to 60
The natural speed of the motor is very wlik-h carries the motor and turntable,
It is- also
cycles.
and manufaeturers
very compact, taking
up probably less room -directly underneath the
motor board than most
mains transformers,
and will render good
service fora number of

AUTOMATIC START 6

attention.

STOP MECHANISM WITH
SWITCH CONCEALED HERE

years with very little
Construction

'

To

most

wireless

constructors, and parti-

TOP PLATE

PICK LlP & ARM

it co in p le t c
with pick-up and arm,
supply

TURNTABLE

it
./71.

-\ BRAKE CONTROL

the whole aaseml.ly
costing just a little
over
For those
dcArous

BRAKE PAD
VERTICAL SHAFT

',BEARING

BEARING

STEEL WORM
BAKELITE
GEARING

FIELD CDIL

E

STAMPINGS
BRASS
FLANGE

of

liltiit4

their own piekup. ele.,
the price of a tt uetonI
milt Or wound not
ho much DPW! t ham

1-TERMINALS

SPRUNG GOVERNOR
WEIGHT

.

current

The

totem in pt ion of I heae
motors is about

10 watts, a very low
figure, and at- 4d. per
bri ef
Fig, 1,-Side view of an A.C. induction motor mounted beneath the top
unit the mutor could
study of this type of
plate of a radiogram.
he rumm 1, .1. 100 hours
motor - the induction
type-its design, Principle, and construc- high, but by a centrifugal system of sprung for 4d., and for thos4, on the domestic,
tion, is particularly interesting. It is, of weights (shown in Fig. 1) fitted to tariff or pc.,wer scales, thi price of running

cularly radiogram.
enthusiasts, a

course, generally known that the electric the rotor shaft the speed is governed, and is negligible.
motor converts electrical energy into is maintained at about 2,000 r.p.m, Now
mechanical energy, the latter in our case as the speed of the turntable carrying the

being the rotation of the gramophone gramophone record must bo 78 r.p.m.,

it is obviously necessary to introduce
turntable.
In Fig. 1, the A.C. induction motor can some reduction gearing.
This is brought about by a worm being
be seen directly underneath the top plate
of the radiogram. It consists of a steel turned on the rotor shaft which runs
shaft on which is mounted a rotor core horizontally, and engaging with a Bakelite
built up from stampings with solid copper thread (for silent operation) fitted to
bar winding in the slots of the stampings, another shaft running vertically and
and short-circuited at the ends with copper carrying the turntable. The result of this
end rings. This rotor core rotates between gearing is to give the vertical shaft it. speed

ROTOR
WINDING

the poles of a field magnet, this latter of about 100 r.p.m. For adjusting this HORIZONTAL
again being built up with stampings and speed accurately to 78 r.p.m., a brake -pad SHAFT OF MOTOR
shaped with two poles, its magnetic field engages on a flange fitted to the rotor

VERTICAL

SHAFT

FIELD STAMPINGS
FORMING POLE5.

being provided by- two field coils- of fine shaft, and is controlled by a lever projecting 1 Fig, 2.- End view of motor, shalom
coils and rotor.
copper wire, one coil being wound on each just outside the edge of the turntable. I

FIELD
COILS.
lre

field

-
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MORE R E ABOUT
ELECTRICAL
INTERFERENCE

A

AER AL TOP

Ways and Means of Dealing with
the Trouble Caused by Man -Made Static
full benefit of the screened down
lead will not be obtained. By
using special screening tubing and

SCREENED
DOWN LEAD.,

SCREENED
DE

aerial transformers only, a very

DID

L

slight loss of signal strength will be
caused.

Fig. 1.-The inverted -L, aerial shown above is likely to
pick up interference he to the fact that it is in the
radiation zone of electrical apparatus in the building C.

ADOWN

It is also advisable to bring the

end of the screened down lead close

Fig. 2.-This type of aerial, marked B,
has greater freedom from interference
than that shown in Fig. 1.

to the receiver, in order to mini -

misepossiblepick-up of interference,

at ground level.

DURING the last few years there has
been a considerable increase in the Mains Filters

number of complaints of interference
",Mains -borne " interference can be over,
with wireless reception caused by electrical come by inserting a filter in the mains leads
apparatus. This type of interference causes to the receiver or H.T. unit, Several
a background of mush and crackles, some- manufacturers supply suitable filters and
what similar to atmospherics, but more components, and the type required consists
persistent.
mainly of two special chokes and two condenThe growing use of electricity for a sers connected across the mains in the well
diversity of purposes must affect the ques- known manner. When possible, a separate
tion, and as the grid system of -power earth should be used for the connection to the
distribution grows, this aspect will become filter, and if this is not practicable a separate
more important.
lead should be provided. The lay -out
should be carefully arranged, as it is essential
Write to the B.B.C.
keep the input leads of the filter well
The B.B.C., in conjunction with the Post to
away from the output leads.
Office Engineering Section, carefully investiThe two H.F. chokes must be of low

many factors involved, kit the suggestions
made in this article should prove of help
in all but very severe cases;
'

A Remarkable Recording Feat
AWONDERFUL
recording took

achievement in'
London'

place in

recently when Mark Hambourg, the great:
pianist, with his fifteen -year -,old daughter.
Michal, made a record in the Savoy Hotel,

over the telephone lines to the H.M.V.
studios at St. John's Wood. It was on
gate complaints of electrical interference resistance, and can each be made by the occasion of a luncheon given by the
and, when possible, suggest suitable winding 120 turns of 28 s.w.g. insulated " His Master's Voice " gramophone commethods of suppressing the, trouble at the 'wire
a 2in. diameter former of wood or pany to celebrate the twenty-fifth
source ; that is, by suitable fitments to the fibre,on
3in. long. The filter may be arranged anniversary of the first recording for the
offending electrical appliance.
a small hardwood or metal box near the gramophone by Mark Hambourg.
It is often possible to reduce, if not com- in
The famous pianist and his daughter,
receiver.
pletely eliminate, a b)a,ckground of interplayed as a duet a Bach Cantata. The;
If
it
is
desired
to
mount
the
filter
inside
ference, by slight modifications of the the receiver it should be placed well away microphone above the pianolin the luncheon
receiver, or the aerial and earth. The from other components, or inside a metal room converted the sounds into minute
unwanted interference may be picked up screening case. In either case, when a metal electrical currents, which were passed:
on the aerial, in a similar manner to the box is used it should allow at least one through the ordinary G.P.O. telephone
normal signals, but, on the other hand, if inch spacing between each choke, and a lines to the H.M.V. studios at St. John's'
the receiver is of the all -mains type, or a similar clearance between the chokes and Wood, where they were ' amplified ten:
battery set used with a mains H.T. unit, the the inside of the case. The screening box million times and cut wavy lines, three impulses may be introduced by the mains should always be connected to earth.
thousandths of an inch deep, on the soft
.

For simplicity, these two types of
It is only possible to deal very generally revolving waxes. Immediately afterwards,'
interference may be termed " picked up " with
interference problems as there are the guests present were astounded to hear,
and " mains borne."
the performance reproduced back to them,
wiring.

including Mark Hambourg's comments,

Improve the Aerial and Earth

Irrespective of which variety of inter-

ference is the trouble, attention to the aerial

and earth will be well worth while. It is
quite usual for the substitution of a highly efficient outdoor aerial and a good earth, in
place of an indifferent aerial and earth, to
reduce interference background by 70 per
cent.

The earth connection is particularly
important, when interference -radiating
apparatus is fairly close to the receiver. In
these circumstances, a buried earth is
usually preferable to a water -pipe connection. In town districts, where a considerable

I BIC XMAS NUMBER

through a loud -speaker in the room.
Later Mr. Hambourg said how amazingly

NEXT WEEK

progressed since the first days, when he:
climbed the stairs of a city warehouse to

I

With Free Blueprint

make

of Our New Receiver

that the piano which gave the best results
was one of execrable tone, it seemed to suit
the recording horns better than a superior.
instrument. Other pianos were tried,'

THREE!

span of the aerial should be as high as is

An Ultra -modern Receiver,

conveniently possible, and the ends should
by well away from walls (Fig. 1).
Unless

the top span of the aerial can be arranged
higher than neighbouring buildings, the

first

gramophone

records.1

from time to time, but the old tin kettle.
always gave the best results. It was not

until 1925, when H.M.V. electrical recording:

was adopted, that we were able to make,
records under ideal conditions, and now.
I can remake them again and again until
I have got a perfect performance. In the'
good old days the dear old ladies used to:
say ' the pianist, God bless me, he plays

with a Hall -marked Specifica-

tion and Performance for 45'-

his

" Queerly enough," he said, " we found

THE HALLMARK;

amount of interference is radiated near

ground level, a high aerial with a screened
down lead may be used.. The horizontal top

the technique of the gramophone had'

1

like a machine,' now they hear the machine
and say God bless me, the machine plays,
just like an artist' ' "
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ere's the

ecrei

The secret of realistic Radio is in
the valves of your set. Buy some

The technical pioneer work of

of perfect Radio!

GENERAL
PURPOSE

TRIOTRON VALVES

H.F.--L.F., and
DET. VALVES

to -day

and hear how perfect the programmes can

be :

Vaudeville,

Dance Music, Talks, Symphony
Concerts, News-all the
with startling realism.

items

TRIOTRON labdratories
played a very big part in making
TRIOTRON
Radio popular.
the

VALVES are giving faithful
service in millions of British

homes. To -day, as always, you
cannot buy a better valve no
matter what you pay.

R101'RAM
VALVES
=OW MON NM

III

FREE GIFT !

-

humernecnoersde

I
I

of aagbreauotff
waltz, together with full particularl of a
novel free competition with big prizes. Fill
General Pfuposeiff.P., L.P. and Bet
Power and Super Power Valves
Screened Grid, type 9.207
Steep Slope Screened Grid, type S.215
4 Pentode

(5/6

..

'A wide range of Mains types for every
purpose porn

and Valve Data Chart.
postage, etc.

coupon and

Name

ipost

it

with zd.

stamp

to
o

from your Peal Dealer, please write direct to us.

I enclose 2d. stamp for

Address

POST THIS COUPON 1101111

6/.

If you hare any difficulty in obtainingTriotronVal vet

MN Mil Mg

petition. Please also send your FREE Catalogue

in 'your name and address on the adjoining

Triotron Radio Company, Limited, Triotron
House, Bloomsbury Street, London, W.C.i.

4/6
9/6
10/10/9

IMM

To Triotron Radio Company, Limited,
Triotron House,
Bloomsbury Street,
London, W.C.1.
Please send me a FREE gramophone record, as
advertised, and particulars of the FREE Com-

PRW

1/12/34.

msis ISINE MEW MEI NM ISM NM

MIN

I
IA

A sudden silence in your set . . . or a baffling,
aggravating noise ! What is It ? With the AvoMinor you can find out at once.

This ingenious scientific instrument is actually

TEN testing instruments in one, giving ten different

ranges of readings in milliamps, volts and ohms.
It enables you to make every conceivable test with
the ease and precision of the electrical engineer,
but without his specialised knowledge and skill.
Supplied in handsome case with pair of leads,
interchangeable crocodile clips and testing prods,
and booklet of instructions showing diagrammatically

how to make every test.
77-IE

D.C.
alert ed Terms if CesireJ.
REGD. TRADE MARK

CURRENT

0-0 m/amps.
0-30
0-120

VOLTAGE

0-6 volts.
0-120 volts.
0-300 volts.

RESISTANCE
0-10,000 ohms.
0-60,000
0-1,200,000 ,
'
0-3 megohms.

The testing of valves and valve circuits is no longer a tiresome business
with your fingers getting in the way. The AvoDapter enables you to make
every test with ease, under actual working conditions, but externally
on the bench instead of grovelling about inside the set, and without having
to sever any connections. You simply plug the valve under test into the
AvoDapter base and insert the AvoDapter plug in the valve -holder in
your set. Supplied with comprehensive instruction book. Adaptable
for 4 -pin, 5 -pin, or 7 -pin valves.

" RADIO
SERVICING

SIMPLIFIED:,
Everyone should have

this invaluable book. It
explains every phase 01

fault -tracing step by
step in non -technical
language.
The comprehensive information

The

and numerous diagrams

render testing and servic-

ing a matter of straightforward procedure.

210
or post free, 2/9.

AVODAPTER

-1

Fully descriptive Folders Post free from :AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO. LTD.,

,

Winder House, DOuglas Street, London, S.W.1. Victoria 3405-7

:

plateCon

251-I
7/61

I Plug only, with
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hart Wave

Section

IMPROVING THE SHORT-WAVE SET
Hints to Beginners on the Design and Operation of
Short-wave Receivers.

the aerial terminal is sometimes attached
to one of the turns of the coil by a spring
clip.

In this case, moving the clip to a

coil turn nearer the earthed end will reduce
the coupling. In other eases, a variable
or preset condenser is provided in the aerial

circuit, and reducing the capacity of this
should prove of assistance.
When no variable adjustment is provided,
a .0001 mfds. (maximum) preset condenser

can be connected in series with the aerial
lead-in. Unscrewing the knot of this preset
condenser will enable a lower degree of
aerial coupling to be obtained.

SHORT-WAVE reception has a great of reaction is essential for good short-wave Detector Grid Potential
Fierce reaction may be due to an undeal of interest for many amateurs, results, " threshold howl " can completely
and quite simple inexpensive receivers mar the performance of an otherwise suitable valve being used, and if an altercan provide reception of stations from all excellent receiver. This effect can be native detector valve is available it should
parts of the world when conditions are prevented when constructing the set by be tried. Variation of the detector H.T.
favourable: Even a simple two-valver using resistance -capacity or a parallel -fed voltage may prove of assistance. A high valve grid -leak is of assistance in obtaining

can give very good results on short waves, L.F. transformer between
providing due attention is given to several the detector and the followsmall points.
ing stage. However, when
On medium waves minor deficiencies the fault is met with in

in a receiver may not greatly
affect results, but in a shortwave set a slight irregularity
may be the cause of failure to
obtain even mediocre results.
In fact in a short-wave set the

smooth reaction control and, in practice,

up to 5 megohms is satisfactory: A variation
of- the detector -grid potential enables

almost any desired degree of reaction-

LT+

H. EC

small details are almost as im-

control smoothness_ to be obtained. The
connections of a potentiometer control of
detector grid potential are shown in
Fig. 2 and when the slider is turned to the
negative end reaction control will be very
smooth but signal strength somewhat

portant as the components used.

reduced: A satisfactory setting, to

should be of reliable make, and

fortunately the constructor is
well catered for in this respect.

mum signal's, can easily be found by trial.
The remedies previously suggested for
threshold howl are also shown in Fig. 2.

Importance of Layout

Hand Capacity

Nath.rally the components

When arranging the layout
care should be taken to ensure

REACTION
CONDENSER.

that, all the leads in the detector

condenser to the coil and also
the reaction circuit wiring be short.

The common bugbear of short-wavo
receivers, hand or body capacity, should
normally be completely absent if the
detector circuit wiring is correctly arranged.

and H.F. stages are as short as
is reasonably possible. It is F
particularly important that the
leads connecting the tuning

corn-

proMise between smooth reaction and maxi-

TUNING

Fig. l.-Showing the cor- Metal panels and metallized chassis have
rect method of wiring a possibly largely contributed to the comshort-wave tuning circuit.
paratively few complaints of this trouble

recently, and if hand capacity is experienced,

CONDENSER,

It is practice, it can usually be remedied by
best to arrange the tuning coil directly connecting a .5 or 1 megohm grid leak
adjacent to the variable condenser as shown across the secondary terminals of the L.F.
in Fig. 1. The lead from the tuning coil to transformer. If this should not prove
the grid condenser, or grid terminal in the entirely successful, a grid stopper of .1
case of an H.F. stage, should obviously be megohm should be connected in series
short, but this is not of such importance as with the grid lead of the valve following
the coil leads. If a metal panel is used, the detector.
In extremely obstinate
with the variable condenser moving vanes cases, the insertion of a 10,000 ohms
automatically connected to this, the resistance of the grid leak type between
appropriate terminal of the coil should be the H.F. choke and the L.F. transformer
connected to the -panel by as short a wire as terminal usually effects a complete cure.
possible.

a metal panel should certainly be tried.
An 'effect similar to hand capacity can
be

caused

by

the tuning or reaction

condenser being insufficiently rigid. A
whippy panel can also be the trouble. If

these points are in order, the effect

of

disconnecting the earth should be tilled.
Frequently a short waver will give best
results using no earth connection, particularly if this has a long lead.

In extreme cases it may be necessary
to mount the condensers a few inches behind
the panel on brackets.

When the coils are made by the con- Erratic Reaction
structor it is advisable to arrange the
Apart from threshold howl, reaction
reaction winding close to the grid winding, control
may be fierce or reaction may not
and so enable reaction to be obtained with be obtainable
at certain dial readings.
low settings of the reaction condenser. Inability to obtain
over portions
If the coupling -between the grid and of the tuning range isreaction
often due to the aerial
reaction windings is too loose, a greater coupling being too tight.
It is usually
amount of reaction -condenser capacity possible to reduce the degree
will be necessary to obtain oscillation, and of coupling by some means:
this often increases the minimum wave- For example, the lead from
length receivable.

To H.T:iTo GRID

OFLF

VALVE

To 6.8.

I-LF.CHOKE

To LT+

Threshold Howl
Even when care has been taken suitably

to arrange the layout and wiring, minor
defects may be present, but these can
almost invariably be remedied easily if
tackled in the correct way. Possibly the
effect known as " threshold howl," or
" fringe noise " as it is termed in America,
is one of the most usual defects. This
trouble manifests itself by a deep howl as
reaction condenser is tuned almost to
oscillation point. As 'close adjustment

LE TRANS

Fig. 2.-A grid

TO COIL

TUNING
COND,eLc

return
potentiometer 'is of assistance in obtaining smooth1..T-DET
reaction.
Threshold howl can
VALVEHOWER
usually be remedied by the use of
a grid stopper resistance, or by connecting
400-000 ohms
POTENTIOMETER.

a high resistance across the transformer
secondary.
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OUR D.C.
THREE -VALVE

SUPERHET
NO sooner had the issue of PRACTICAL

WIRELERS containing details of the

Battery Superhet Three appeared
than readers commenced to write to us.
Letters of congratulation ; letters with
queries ; letters concerning the utilisation
of old parts, and sundry other miscel-

laneous communications began to pour in,

but quite a large percentage of the first

post contained requests from readers for a
model of this receiver for use on D.C. mains.

Although an examination of the electric
supplies of the country reveals that only a
very small proportion consists of direct
current mains,,it would appear that there
are many thousands of listeners who are so

served and who wish to build their own
receivers. Manufacturers have catered for

these listeners by supplying their standard

receivers in two types, A.C. and D.C.,
although it is true that there are quite a
number which are not obtainable in D.C.
It would appear that the removal

Note the easy wiring and loy-out of the D.C. Superhet,

form.

of the necessity of rectifying the mains

supply would render the design of a wireless

receiver much simpler, but there are other
problems bound up with the supply which
do not make the design of such a receiver
the simple matter which it at first appears.

Our D.C. Receivers
We have, in the past, described two complete D.C. receivers, the D.C. Ace and the
D.C. Premier, and in addition certain

Universal models have appeared in our
pages. In spite of the number of requests

which have been received from readers, it

. ;
A FIRST-CLASS DESIGN !

would appear that these two D.C. receivers
were not made up in the quantities which
we were led to expect. The manufacturers
of the components employed in these
A Marked Advance on D.C.
receivers informed us that there was very
Practice! !
;
t
demand, and thus we were forced to
This D.C. Version of Our E5 Battery ?; little
the conclusion that the D.C. experimenters
3 -Valve Superhet is a Highly
were in the minority. For this reason,
Efficient Programme Getter. Its
therefore, we have refrained from describing
Special Features are; No Backmany D.C. receivers, but now, in response
; ground Noises, Absolutely Stable,
to the rather large number of requests. we
ry
Hair -line Selectivity
have designed a D.C. version of o
7

latest receiver, the Superhet Three.

Theoretical circuit of the D.C. 3 -value Superhet.

1% e
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A Satisfactory Three -Valve D.C. SUPERHET AT LAST ! Spe
Request of Hundreds of Readers, it Represents a Marked Adv

Receiver Design-the Last Word in Effici,
must express the hope that all D.C. experimenters who are in search of a really

up-to-date, easy -to -construct receiver will

make up this instrument and thus testify
to the fact that there is indeed a demand for
D.C. receivers.

The Circuit
I

I

j
z

j
I

The circuit of this new receiver is shown

on page 391, and it will be noted that in
fundamentals, it is identical with both the
battery and the A.C. superhets. That is to
say, for the benefit of those who have not
yet made the acquaintance of these receivers,

three valves only are employed in a circuit

which employs the full superheterodyne
principle. The first valve is a peiatagrid,

carrying out the combined function of
first detection and frequency changing ;

the second valve is an I.F. amplifier, and
this is followed by a Westector, or metal
rectifier, performing as a second detector.

Finally, a pentode output stage is em -

ployed, and this is coupled to the second
detector by an auto -transformer. Thus the

novelties in the circuit may be stated -to be
j
1

the utilisation of the new pentagrid type
of valve (doing the work of two separate

:

!
I

HAIR -LINE
SELECTIVITY!

valVes) and the use of the Westector in
place of a valve for second detection. By
these means it is possible to obtain, with
only three valves, a circuit which in the
normal course would require no less than
five, and the improved results which are
obtained by reducing the total number of

valves are not far to seek.

Increased

stability ; less valve hiss ; reduced background noises ; simpler construction ; reduced running costs ; and more trouble free operation are only a few which come

supply. Consequently, if the D.C. nega'

line is earthed, this would automatically
enable the receiver to be connected up ill
quite a straight -forward manner. In the

readily to mind. In this particular circuit
the valves which have been chosen are of
Osram manufacture, designed to operate
with a heater potential of 13 volts. The
types are as follow : X.30, W.30 and
N.30. The current taken by each of the

event, however, of the D.C. positive maim
lead being earthed, there would be a. danget
of short-circuiting the D.C. mains when the

NO

heaters is .3 amps. and therefore to regulate

this current and to provide a breakdown
for the mains voltage it is necessary to
insert a barretter in the heater leads. The

particular component which we have
selected is also of Osram manufacture and
is the type 301, which has a mean current
rating of .3 amps and gives a voltage range
of 138 to 221 volts, with a control of from
3 to 4 valves. This particular barretter is
fitted with an E.S. cap, and not a standard
4 or 5 -pin base, and it is essential that the
particular porcelain holder which we
specify be used to hold this barretter, as it
gets very hot in use, and it may be found
that any other type of base will crack or,
in any case, will not adequately dissipate
the heat. For smoothing purposes, and to
prevent hum, two condensers are joined
across the heater supply, a 0.1 mfd.
condenser on the
barretter,
and a 0.5 mfd. condenser on the receiver
side. It is absolutely essential to include

these condensers in the circuit, and no
economy should be effected by leaving
them out if good stable working is required.

A further condenser will be seen in the
earth lead, and this also is an essential
part of the receiver, just as important as
the coils. Firstly, it will be seen that one
side of the mains supply is joined to the

common earth line of the receiver, and it is
intended that this shall be the H.T. negative

WE HAVE DESIGNED THIS D.C. RECEIVER AT

THE SPECIAL REQUEST OF HUNDREDS OF
READERS. WE
HOPE ALL D.C.

f

VOLUME

CONTROL

p

USERS
WILL
MAKE
IT.

BACKGROUND
NOISES !

receiver was joined to earth, and thus the
.

inclusion of the condenser in the earth
lead prevents a direct connection from
being made back to the mains wiring.
There is a further. safeguard to be found

in the fact that the receiver is insulated frOm

the live mains, and the aerial circuit may
be touched whilst the receiver is switched
on, a practice which is not recommended
but which might inadvertently be done by
a listener or constructor. The inclusion of a

small condenser in the aerial lead completes the insulation of the receiver froin
direct or indirect short-circuits with the
mains and thus complies with 811 safety
regulations.

Volume Control
For the purpose of volume control . a
potentiometer is joined in the screening.
grid potential divider, and with the inclusion of a small fixed resistance in the
cathode leads of the first two valves
this enables the grid potential to be varied
and thus make full use of the variable -mu

characteristics of the pentagrid and the
I.F. valve. The values chosen for this
part of the circuit enable the control to

function very smoothly, bringing signals
from a mere whisper right up to the full
capacity of the output stage. The W.30
is designed to operate with 250 volts on the

screen, and therefore we have only included a small series resistance in this part
of the circuit, it being wasteful to employ

a potential divider, and in practice there
has been found no necessity to employ
a by-pass condenser. Further econo
in construction is to be found in the sup

of the extra grid of the output

pento,

where a direct connection is made to

H.T. positive line. To assist in smoothi
a Tough D.C. supply, and to eliminate
commutator ripple which might be prese
a standard smoothing circuit is to be fou

T

LIST OF COI
Coils-Three-gang Superhet. Telsen, type 476.
Variable Condensers-Three-gang Superhet. j.B , type 212413,

14.41/4 -CHANCE

with drive.

J'frwrc/z

6-c

>1

TUNING

Com-Roz.

Front of panel layout.

All

1

I.F. Transformers-Two P.W. 110 klc. Varley.
Fixed Resistances -100,000, R9 ; 60,000, R4 ; 50,000, R2 ; two
30,000, R5, R6 ; two 20,000, P.3, R10; 500, RI; two 300,

R7, R11. Dubilier 1 watt type.
Volume Control-Varley 2,500 ohms potentiometer, R8.
Potentiometer Bracket.
Fixed Condensers-Seven .1 mfd (Tubular), C5, C7, C10, C11,

C12, C13, C19 ; two .5 mfd., C15, C18 (Tubular); one 4 mfd.
Q7 (type LSA); one 25 mfd. (25 volt electrolytic), C16;
one .0005, C4; two .0001, C8, C14. Dubilier.

Preset Condenser-.002 Graham Farish, C9.

1

1
1
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Hiso,

Illy Designed at the

WIRING DIAGRAMS OF THE D.C. 3. VALVE SUPERHET.
METAWS/A/6 SCRAPED AWAY ti

(

ce on Normal D.C.

I

11

Irk

I
I

I

between the mains and the various stages,
a Wearite choke and a 4 mfd. condenser

R8_ VOLUME CONT..

receiver.
The remaining details are similar to those

OHMS.

2500

forming the essentials of this part of the
in the previous two receivers, and readers
should turn to previous issues if there are

any other points about which they need
explanation.

TR/MMER5.

Construction
The receiver is built upon a standard
Metaplex chassis, the actual dimensions
being 10in. by 1 lin., with runners 3M.
deep. The receiver is therefore very
compact. Commence construction by lay-

ing each part on the upper side of the
chassis, using the wiring diagrath and the
photographs as your guide.

/F7RAms,-,o,

When satisfied

that each part is in its positiOn (laying
th'e valveholders upside down for this
purpose) mark the position of all screw

BARRETTER I/OLVER.,

fixing -holes and the holes through which
L the wiring passeS, using the scriber of the
1Practical Wireless Tool Kit "or
similar

-0024,Foir-/Ax
re/acmes_

IFTANSF;(2
5

sharp instrument for the purpose. Now

...remove the parts and place theM on one
side for the time being. Cut out the holes

p

MB

ABSOLUTELY STABLE

To

ON BOTH WAVEBANDS !

CAP Or

ON -OFF SW/TCH.

R2-..50.0000,ws Cs_ O./ MFD..

Tor the valveholders, using a 1,1in. bit, and

to avoid splitting the surface of the ply-

wood, cut the holes half -way through the
wood, turning the chassis over and comYpleting the cutting from the opposite side.
,(Next. cut out the holes for the aerial and
'earth and loud -speaker sockets, and with
-4in.

0./MED.

20,R.000 01-/M.5

drill make all the holes for the

connecting leads. The work of assembly
clay now be commenced, and to facilitate
ihandling it will probably be found prefer -

:!,able to lay the chassis on the bench or
table on its upper surface, and carry out all
i;wiring and the fitting of components on

60,000Q
0/415.

10,090
OHMS.

Rs

',the underside, leaving out the wiring which
passes through the chassis until the remainAng parts are in position. This method of

p
p

assembly removes the necessity for con,tinually reversing the chassis and from the
lifficulty of balancing the receiver on two

p

WESTEeraR_NPE W6

ior three odd points on the upper side,

although to those who are not accustomed
fto receiver -building it may lead to difli-

7
'000/ 0

30,000 OHMS_ R6
20000 01/4451/910
L.5
I

-

(Continued on next page)

O./ MF,0

4ENTS.
{r-Westinghouse, type W.6.
Vsformer-Graham Farish Max. type.
iice-Wearite, type H.T.13.
lecker, Q.M.B.
/rofuse 500 m/A.
letaplex, Ilia. by 10in. by Sin. Peto-Scott.
mds-Good quality .flexible-length) according to
I, on of Mains Socket.

.IStrips-AE and LS/P.
LT
Clix.
hers-Three 7 -pin Clix.
Holder-Osram.
I:30, W30, N30. °stain.

L.S.

Q

9

0

MFD

11

'000//LIFO.

cAlt

C/3_0./ MA).
C/6- ELEereoLY771

0,5
MAO.,

2,57W, x.

C/5

Ce,0514'fi

414,-

1 -Type 301.

Osram.
/Rola., type F.R.6. P.M.

I11.11)410.0411111111116101=1.0...114.61.34W 1.0M04=D1141001.11.11.110101.11411.111141e.11 R,9... /00.000 OHMS.

/0

C,G

101,

7EX77,

MB.= METALLISED
BASEBOARD,

TRANSF..
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HEAYBERD'S
LATEST
PRODUCTION!!
A PRACTICAL POWER PACK

HAS BEEN

DESIGNED

THE D.C. THREE -VALVE SUPERHET who desire a fitment of this nature, there
(Continued from previous page).
is no difficulty in fitting it. The heater
culties concerning the accurate- miring wiring should be broken at the point
of the receiver. -- For those -constructors it marked with a cross in the theoretical
may be found preferable to mount every circuit, that is to say, immediately followpart in its place and then to wire the circuit ing the barretter. The ends of this break
in its actual theoretical order, commencing should then be joined to the dial -light holder
from the aerial and working through the on the tuning dial. In other words, one
side of the barretter is joined to the D.C.
circuit, stage by stage.
positive line, whilst the other side is joined

The Barretter Holder

A word of caution should be given here
concerning the fitting of the special E.S.
holder for the barretter. The wires for
this should be attached before the holder
is

AND

mounted cn the

chassis, and when

making these, connections extra care should

EXCLUSIVELY

holder, and the remaining contact on this
holder is joined to the heater terminal on

the output pentode, and from there the

continues as in the theoretical
wiring diagram. The bulb to be used in
wiring

be taken to see, that no bare wire projects the dial light is a 6.5 volt (S type) Osram
from the screws, and that the insulation bulb with a 0.3 amp. filament. These

of the wire is carried right up into the bulbs cost 9d. each.
sockets on the underside of the holder. A Fuse -holder

SPECIFIED

It must be remembered that this screws

FOR MR. CAMM'S

£5 SUPERHET
PRACTICAL POWER PACK
PRICE 44/ -

If you wish to build the Mains Unit yourself,
use the Mains Transformer CHOSEN-

SPECIAL-H ET

direct on to the metal surface of the chassis,

and this is joined to D.C. negative. The
holder is wired in the D.C. positive lead
and thus contact between the wires to the
holder and the chassis will result in a shortcircuit of the mains. If, therefore, therd
is any doubt regarding the insulation of the
wire to the holder, a disc of paxolin, thin
ebonite, or even stiff well -dried cardboard

As a safety device it may be considered
worth while to use one of the special main
connector plugs fitted with fuses, and in

that case two 1 -amp. fuses should be in
eluded in the plug. Full protection is
thus afforded to the receiver and to the

house wiring. Alternatively, two separate
cartridge -type fuse -holders may be mounted
on the chassis, and the mains leads may be

connected to them.

should be placed underneath the holder Operation
before it is finally screwed into place.

PRICE 24/ Send eutipon, with Z)d. in stamps, for New 1935
Radio Handbook.
Mr

Address

PRA

F. C. HEAYBERD & CO. ro pi 1g SOT E

to the 0.5 mfd. condenser. From this
point a lead is taken up to the dial light

The manner of operation, trimming, etc.,

A Dial Light

is exactly the same as in the previous

It will be noticed that no dial -light has two models. Readers should, therefore,
been specified or shown in this particular refer to the two previous issues regarding
receiver, but for the benefit of those readers this part of the adjustment.

E"-IVEXT WEEK'S BIG

802

CHRISTMAS NUMBER.
Next week's issue is packed with topical articles and illustrations, and
reflects the spirit of the festive season. It contains also a

FREE BLUEPRINT

THE MARVELLOUS HEW
"STENTORIAN" SPEAKER

OF THE

HALL -MARK THREE

will

bring an
unbelievable im-

provement to

your set,

be-

cause the new
and exclusive
magnet

The latest receiver in our low -price series-a hall -marked specification
and performance for 45/-.

gives

nearly twice the
volume of any

previous commer-

i

cial speaker, and

i

:-....--.....-----.......--.....'-------....'-"....ORDER YOUR COPY!--.'

a . new method
of
speech coil

assembly obtains
astoundinglyclear
and faithful tone.
Also, an improved

WHISTLE INTERFERENCE

"Alicrolode"

device provides

(Continued from page 381)

accurate
matching
used

as

an extra speaker.

SEND ONLY

2,

AND
TRY IT

type. The tuning point will \ thus be more
sharply defined, although it is not
essential to employ coils of this type.

tuned circuit capable of
The choke The ordinary
to the wavelength of the locals with
may be- 'constructed by winding about tuning
minimum of added capacity is indicated,
5,000 turns of 32 s.w.g. enamel wire on aand
a coil may be home-made or a simple
a lin. former.
plug-in coil may be used. Alternatively
For the- second -channel interfereffee it is special iron -core coils, two of which are
necessary to limit the effect of the local wound as one unit and mounted in a metal
transmission, and although this may be screening can, may be obtained from
done by cutting down the size of the aerial, Messrs. Ward and Goldstone, Messrs.
will prove- very satisfactory.

with any set, or
when

i

W.B.

" STENTORIAN "

SENIOR

model,

MS 1. Specified for F. T. Camm's Superhet 3.

Sent to approved customers for 7 days' trial
for only 2/6 deposit. If satisfied, pay further
2/8 at once, then 8 monthly payments of 5/-.
(Cash in 7 days, 42/-.)

this is a poor measure of precaution, as all
other transmissions will also be reduced.
A band-pass aerial circuit also proves
valuable. The most appropriate way,
however, is to employ the old familiar
wave -trap, although it will be necessary

Colvern, or Messrs. Wearite, and these may

be mounted in a small cabinet and fitted
as an external unit or fixed on the receiver
FOR
itself. The traps are adjusted, of course,
at once, then 6 monthly payments of 5/-.
7 DAYS 2/6
(Cash in 7 days, 32/6.) Full postal address :when the receiver is tuned to the transmission upon which the interference is
to have two separate traps, one for each experienced. The actual adjustment will
local transmission.
These may con- depend upon the type of coil, the efficiency,
(Dept. P.65)
NUMBER ONE, EDMONTON, LONDON, N.18. veniently be wired in series in the aerial etc. If a coil is purchased, no doubt the
Estab'd 35 Years. lead, and in the interests of efficiency the manufacturers will supply the necessary
Mhone : Tottenham 2256.
coils shOuld be of the modern iron -core details,
W.B. " STENTORIAN " STANDARD model,
PMS 2, sent to approved catstoaters for 7 days'
trial for only 2/6 deposit. If satisfied, pay further
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PROGRAMME
POINTERS

it

PETO-SCOTT

tiiiio#4#0544.iiii.#4.#41.#smii*.moimiowirmkat

SEND US YOUR ENQUIRIES FOR EVERYTHING RADIO...

The Prudhoe Gleemen

of Easy Payments. Send us a list of your wants. We will quote you by return. C.O.D. orders value over 10/ sent carriage and post charges paid (GREAT BRITAIN ONLY). Hire Purchase Terms are NOT available to

0i of the oldest male voice choirs in the

North-east, the. Prudhoe Gleemen
(most of whom are employed at the Prudhoe
Colliery), will broadcast from their village
assembly room on December 5th.

Boxing Day Programme
ANOTHER feature programme will be
given at 5.15 p.m. on December 26th.

It is to be designed chiefly for children,

with numbers to which games can be played
and choruses sung. Henry Hall ,will also

be at the microphone with the B.B.C.
Dance Orchestra on New Year's Eve, in
addition to the Savoy Bands.
Dance

music during the Christmas season also
comes from the May Fair Hotel (December 21st) and the Hungaria Restaurant
(December 24th).

" Mother Goose " Pantomime
ON December 3rd Scottish listeners will
have a foretaste of the coming

pantomime season when they will hear
part of a rehearsal of Mother Goose
at the Alhambra Theatre, Glasgow, and
also an interview with Kitty Reidy, the
principal boy. The rehearsal of Mother
Goose will be under the personal direction
of Julian Wylie.

Concert by the Scottish Orchestra
THEprogramme of the

Scottish Or-

Miscellaneous Components, Parts, Kits, Finished Receivers or Accessories for Cash or C.O.D. or H.P. on our system
Irish and Overseas customers.

PILOT AUT111011 KIT

E5

EXACT TO SPECIFICATION
F. J. CAMM'S
-VALVE
KIT gc A ,7
including

Metaplex

£5:0:0

chassis,

less

911.1
Valves and Cabinet. Cash or C 0 D
and 11 monthly
Carriage Paid, S5/0/0.
payments of 9/3.
1

r

KIT

B

As for Kit

" A," but

I

KIT s,C,,

As to r Kit
at ,

including set of specified I !including valves and Pets Valves, less cabinet. Cash! Scott Walnut Consolette Cab'.
or C.O.D. Carriage paid.( I net, less speaker. Cash oil
I £7 Cs. ed. or Yours for 13/31 C.O.D. Carriage paid. 19

l and 11 monthly payments, for Yours for 16/6 and

n,
monthly payments of 1683.1

,

If W.B. Stentorian siiihuid-§FAur

For Prover, Pentode and

Class B. Cash or C.O.D.
Carriage Paid,
£111216.
Send only 2/0. Balance In

11 monthly payments of

ON December 7th variety will_be relayed

pages, including those devoted to a really practical
diary, and is priced at 5s. 0d. (or 3s. Od. to subscribers
to " The Wirelegs and' Gramophone Trader "). Those
connected with the radio and gramophone trades, to
whom only, are .00ples available, can be supplied on
application to The Trader Publishing Co., Ltd.,

Subscription Department, Dorset House, Stamford
Street, London, S.E.1.

Aalfsr Kit
valve, sod
to -1

KIT " C "

!including set of Asp.ccifibeuttl
, Valves, less if caybersi Stains I

I ill n dint;

"Cash or C.O.D. Carriage paid, I
I £10 ls. Od. or Yours for
18s, ed. and 11 monthly

I C.O.D.

Scott Walnut
t'onsolotto
Culainet, less lIcaybcrd Main,

Unit, Cabinet and Speakerl
payments et 18 6.

i

Saperhet.

Unit and Speaker.

Var.-loge

Cash or'
paid.'

1112 ls.0d. orYours for 22/ -and

-

11 monthly pay:nen/a of 22;-.1

. ...

- - - - - - -"

VERS1ONYOURS

FOR

Output 200-2:i0 veils ;

40-60 ma.
12:4;0, or yours for 6/-; balance In 0 monthly

1111

W.B. STENTORIAN BABY
PERMANENT - M A ONE T
M.C.
SPEAKER..
With
matching tr,11.1.01111,, imitable for l'o'ser, Pent, de, clam

SENIOR
PERMANENT MAGNET M.C. SPEAKER.

For Power, Pentode and

Class B. (rash or C.O.D.
Carriage Paid, 12/2/0. Send
only 2a3.
Balance in 11 monthly
payments of 4'-.

II or 0.P.P.
,,r
Carriage Paid 11;2 0.

Send
only 2,6. B.Rlance in 9 nuns his

payments of 231,

ROLA SPEAKER -AMPLIFIER ATLAS ELIMINATOR
ELIMINATOR
Model T10/30.

For Class B and Q.P.P. A.C. 200/250
volts 40/120 cycles. Three tappings; 10.
20 or 30
ni.a. at 120/160 volts. Trickle. charger incorporated
2
volts .5 amp.
Send only 5/-,
balance in 12

balance in 11 Monthly payments
of 6/6.

or

Cash

C.O.D.

23/6/6.
BOLA P.R.6
_P.M. Send only
2/6. Balance

YEAR BOOK AND DIARY -1935 "
('COMPLETE specifications of more than 400 wireless
iu 10 monthly
receivers and radio gramophones by about
payments of
sixty manufacturers are included in the 1935 edition
4/3. Cash or
of " The Wireless and: Gramophone Traders' Year C.O.D. Carriage Paid,
11/19/13.
Book and Diary." The feature mentioned is unique,
COLVERN COLPAK TUNING UNIT.

and a buyers' guide to goods supplied under more
than 200 different headings,
Of quarto size (101in, by 81n.), It contains some

pay

:KIT " B " Astor Kitt

W.B. STENTORIAN

Carriage Paid.

telegraphic addresses and telephone numbers, 1,300
proprietary names of radio and gramophone products,

Cash or and 11 monthly

C.O.D. Carriage Pald. I/ 55. Od.

i r etr w lir any of above Kits, add E1 /1 2e -f7 ak.,n-i-o-r- tar 6:- Prices or
3/- to each monthly payment.

Complete Class B Amplifymg,UnIt
with Valve and Rola P.M. Moving coil Speaker.
Send only 51-.

In the Directory section are 1,800 addresses- of
Manufacturers and wholesalers, together with their

Cabinet and Speaker.

CARRIAGE AND POST CHARGES PAID

W.B. STENTORIAN STANDARD
PERMANENT MAGNET M.C. SPEAKER.

Accordion Music from Coventry

as is also a similar section giving the Characteristics
of all the current types of valves on the market. In
conjunction with the latter there are diagrams and
tables giving the base connections of radio valves.
Other subjects dealt with include the legal aspect of
such matters as the public performance of gramophone records' and the hire-purchas4 system, and
technical matters such as electrical interference are
amply considered. Mains voltages in more than
1,000 districts is amongst the information included.

OR YOURS FOR

including Metaplex chass's. less
Deny herd Mains Unit, Valves,

ANY ITEM SUPPLIED SEPARATELY -ORDERS OVER 10/ -

SENT C.O.D.

Finale from Symphony No. 5 in C Minor,
by Beethoven ; and Invitation to the Waltz,
by Weber-Weingartner.

"THE WIRELESS AND GRAMOPHONE TRADERS'

13/3

CARRIAGE PAID.

Author's Kit of first specified parts

I L.T. 4 volts. 3 amps. Centre tapped. Cash or C.O.D.

the St. Andrew's
Glasgow, on December 5th, will include the
overture, " Fingal's Cave," by Mendelssohn ;
Air from Suite in D, by Bach ; Scherzo and

BOOKS RECEIVED.

A.C. VERSION
KIT " A" ccal,h.,,Zr £7 : 5 : 0

HEAYBERD
MAINS UNIT Sfoer Teed
Practical Power -pack, specially designed for Mr. F. I. Carom's £5 3 -Valve

schools from

his accordion.

Cash Do. r

CARRIAGE PAID.
OR YOURS FOR
Author's Kit of first specified parts

chestra, to be relayed to Scottish

from the Coventry Hippodrome to
Midland Regional, including Macari and

S3

BATTERY VERSION

monthly payments of 6/-.

Cask or C.O.D
Ca rr.
Paid

£3,4/13.

Incor-

porates the famous Ferrocart coils. Cash
or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 52/17/6.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/3.
PIFCO ROTAMETER. Incorporates 9 sepa-

rate meters in one bakelite case. Cash or
C.O.D. Carriage Paid, £11916.
Balance in 10 monthly payments of 3/-.
BLUE -SPOT
"STAR"MOVING-COIL
SPEAKER.
Complete with Universal
matching Transformer, Cash or C.O.D.
Carriage Paid, 23/1010.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 6/6.
R. & A. " MULTIMU " PERMANENT MAGNET M.C. SPEAKER. Gives instan-

taneous matching from 1 to 40,000 ohms.
Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 52/2/0.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 4/-.
B.T.H. NEEDLE ARMATURE PICK-UP
and TONE ARM, including Volume Control.
Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, -52/0/0.
Balance in 10 monthly payments of 4/3.

Send

5
only
Send

2/6
only
Send

6/ -

COSSOR 352.

Send

5/-

only

1

VoTepOh-SCOTT CO.,,,, I4T11? .6474/7CITY i!ROAD,

1

1110 11016orts, 1,119a, 11',C.I.
Teleplo., : 11,'!,,,, ::11n.
Dear Sirs, -Please send me CA s II C.O.D.:II.P.

216

1

only

only

or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 52 10 0
Balance in 10 monthly paylmnt , of 5/.,

I

2/6

Send

1 Of=

Valves,

NEW GARRARD MODEL 202A. 12 -in. Turntable. Electric Motor for A.c. wailis. Carl,

only

Send

Com-

Cash or

Balance in 12 monthly payment, of 10/,

Send

only

Three -valve battery,

Mete Kit with all components.

Cabinet and Stoking -CCU Speaker
0.0.1). t 'arria V Paid, £5/19i0.

I

for ',hick
NAmr,
ADDRESS
ree/ON MOW

I

en9o,vr
0,31T

.041110,7E.C; t.;

C

AMIN UMW NW

I

1,

awl i Pot- i4 QUide-a-CASH7C.O.D.-EASIWAY
MO MI ON MO as= nom mos yip

am
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SUPPLEMENT TO "PRACTICAL WIRELESS"

AMATEUR TELEVISIO
PRACTICAL METHODS OF SYNCHRONISING

current, developed in the circuit is passed
to a form of electro-magnetic brake similar
to that just described, except that the disc
has no segment removed. In this way
energy is lost in two ways by the rotating
element -of the scanning Member. First

of all, there is the load imposed on the

generator coupled to the motor shaft, and,
secondly, the eddy current braking action of
This is because the amplified synchronising: the copper disc. A method of this nature
pulses are .used directly to influence the is capable of being designed to -give a very
moving meinber of the image -reconstituting fine control of any tendency to- image device. To overcome this, other schemes hunting, the prime consideration for this
have been developed whereby there is an to happen being the choice of a sufficiently
high synchronising impulse periodicity.

By H. J. BARTON CH APPLE, B.Sc.,
ITH most forms of mechanically- I
operated television receivers in
use at the present time the drive

applied to the scanning member-that is

disc, drum, screw, etc.-is asynchronous. In
other words, the electrical sources of supply
for the driving motor are in no way linked
up with the transmitter, and, in conseqnence,

AN INGENIOUS

to secure the steadiest image the motion
of the receiver is checked or controlled in
one of several manners to maintain the

SYNCHRONISING SCHEME
AMONGST the many

synchronising

required conditions of synchronism.
Methods of this nature have a particular
virtue in that the necessity for developing
Considerable power in the synchronising
system is avoided, and under proper

schemes which have been tried
with - mechanical type receivers is one

signed carefully and fed in the correct

gap size), having two stator windings.

which is shown theoretically in Fig:

operating conditions, with apparatus de-

while the other is inserted in the anode

signal from the transmitter to keep the

circuit.

receiver in check.

inventors made a careful study of existing

picture_telegraphy methods in an endeavour
to apply the principles to television. For

example, one picture -telegraphy arrangement operated in such a manner that the
rotating element carrying the built-up
picture at the receiver was actnally reduced

to rest to await the arrival of a releasing

signdl when the mechanism was running too
fast. The idea gave birth to a television

synchronising system in which periodic
pulses were sent out from the transmitter,
and after being received and amplified,
these were used at the receiver to energize
a form of electro-magnet. Close to this
rotated a thin disc of soft copper mounted

The code of the grid circuit stator

is preferably polarized so that when the

phonic wheel or armature is given a slight
turn, fluctuating potentials are applied to
the grid of the valve, and this in turn giyes
rise to corresponding fluctuations in anode
Fig. 1.-One form of automatic synchronising, current.
using an electro magnet operating with a
Provided the disposition of the grid and
copper disc.
anode stators is such that the variation in
anode current caused by the phonic wheel
indirect application of a retarding torque. teeth passing the grid stator are, in a sense,
A short description of one of these arrange. tending to increase the torque of the wheel,
ments will suffice to show what is meant.
then the wheel and scanning device to
A small alternating -current generator which it is attached will start almost from
capable of delivering a fair amount of rest. It will then run up to a speed at
power at low voltage is driven by the motor which the power input to the rotor just
attached to the scanning member of the balances the losses brought about by
receiver. The generator is designed to friction, air resistance, and eddy currents.
have a high periodicity, that is, some figure If, however, synchronising signals from the
-

-

transmitter are applied to an auxiliary
grid as3indicated in Fig. 2, or, alternatively,

on the shaft of the motor driving the

in series with the grid stator -winding if
preferred, then the machine will tend to
run synchronously with the periodicity of

scanning member, as shown in Fig. 1. At

one section of the disc a portion was cut
away, and the signal pulse energization
of the electro-magnet had no effect on
the disc when this missing segment was
passing at the identical moment of the
receipt of the synchronising pulse.
If, however, the motor tended to run
too fast, the phase altered until a part of
the copper disc periphery was under the

the applied pulses.

Under conditions which obtain in actual

practice this device forms quite a useful

method for providing any periodic electrical
signal with artificial inertia." To obtain

electro-magnet when it was excited. In
this way eddy currents were produced in
the copper, due to electro-magnetic induc- a
tion between the magnetic field and the
moving conductor hi it. This absorbed
energy and thereby exerted a braking (6601)60-01_,,, "oaesz-s
action on the disc, and so slowed down the
motor until normal conditions prevailed.
A careful analysis of the, scheme will make Fig. 2.-Showing the arrangement of the
it evident that a receiver using the method
phonic wheel and double stator windings.
described had to be adjusted permanently
so that it tended to run slightly faster between one thousand and five thousand
than the transmitter drive, because there cycles per second, at its synchronous speed,
is no accelerating action engendered by the while from the transmitter is radiated a
system when the receiver is running too synchronising signal of the same periodicity
slowly.
and waveform. When received, this synchronising signal is balanced against the

Modifications

One

of these windings is connected in the grid
circuit of a three- or four -electrode valve,

manner, quite weak triggering " signals
can be included in -the radiated teleVision

Using Established Methods
With the early forms of television,

2.

In practice this consists of a phonic wheel
(a toothed wheel with teeth size equal to

voltage derived from the local generator in

Although capable of giving reasonably a suitable circuit, so that as long as synsatisfactory results, and, of course, being chronism persists no power is taken from

superior to Peceivers using no form of syn- the generator.
chronising beyond continual manual operWhen the television receiver runs fast,
ation of a variable resistance in the motor however, the Ideal and incoming signals
field -winding, the scheme is inefficient. end to come into phase. The resulting

good starting and running conditions the
position of either the grid or anode stator
should be adjustable about the axis of the

phonic wheel, or rotor, to allow or compensate for such effects as inductance,
hysteresis, etc.

OUTDOOR TELEVISION
MANY of the apparently good points
about the Iconoscope may only

prove hypothetical, although it seems highly probable that the invention will prove of
inestimable use for daylight television
transmissions. At present, when daylight

is employed certain difficulties arise, but
experiments with the Iconoscope show that

the sensitivity is higher and thus the day
of the televised news -event is probably
nearer at hand. It is, of course, too early
to forecast, but a study of the principles of
the Iconoscope reveals that there are great
possibilities in it, and if only the sensitive
cells can be accurately controlled, both as
regards manufacture and in use, television
apparatus may be considerably modified.
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THE EASY ROAD TO RADIO.

superhet, however, if the alteration is

,

to be -made in the simplest possible
manner. The extra components and j
connections required are clearly shown
in Fig. 1, where it will be seen that a 1

1111111E

IBIEGINNIER'S

" Westector " high -frequency metal rec- j
tifier is connected in series with a .001mfd. fixed condenser between the anode 1

SUPPILICENT

of the second detector valve and the j

earth line. A load resistance of 100,000
ohms is connected in parallel with the
" Westector," and a lead is taken from j
the upper end of this to the grid circuit
of the variable -mu valve or valves, as
shown. A .25-megohm decoupling re- j

A.V.C. SIMPLY EXPLAINED.
A Description of the Methods of Fitting A.V.C. to Your Set.

THE whole question of automatic
volume control is inclined to be
very misleading to the lesser' experienced constructor, and it is one

to be preferredin the .case of an existing

sistance is included. in the" A.V.C. lead,
and the lower end of the
a few special instances which will be grid coil or I.F.T. secondL.F.
mentioned later. This explains why the ary is disconnected from
principle i s
often not
applied to the

concerning which many misunderstandings exist. It is not that A.V.C. is difficult simpler home j to understand, or even to apply, but the constructor relimits of its useful application are not ceivers which
! always realised. Most of the more ex - we so freI pensive commercial receivers are specified
as being fitted with A.V.C., and this fre- describe. Alquently leads the inexperienced con- though A.V.C.

quently

' structor to believe that a set without

might

be

it is not up to date, and not so efficient desirable i n
! as it might be. When this point of view many of these
is accepted it appears that a large simpler sets,
majority of the home -constructor receivers the additional
are lacking because they do not include cost which its
automatic volume control.
i n corporation
entails is
A.V.C. Reduces Signal Strength
often not
I

The first point that should be em- c o n sidered to
not an unmixed blessing, and that it be worth
phasised, therefore, is that A.V.C. is

is not necessarily a desirable feature of

every set. As most readers are well aware,

while.

1 the principle of A.V.C. is that it tends

Fig. 1.-Showing a simple method of adding A.V.C. to a superhet.

same connections can also be used in the case of a " straight " set.

to "level up " the volume on all stations
1 and at the same time, and by the same

The

The

Cost earth and joined, instead, to the
of A.V.C. A.V.C. lead. In order to " complete "
The actual the " broken " tuned circuit a .1-mfd.
cost of non - inductive condenser is joined

means, eliminate fading. This it can only

I do by reducing the volume of more

A.

V.

C.

naturally

between the lower end of the grid winding

and earth. It is important that, when

varies
ac- using this, or any other A.V.C. circuit
cording to to be described, that any by-pass con-

the type of denser between the anode of the detector

I

receiver with

which it is

valve and earth should be removed. In

to be used,

and might

ZA-

vary
from ten
shillings or
so up to
a pound or
more. In
the case of
well

00/4i/Z,

a super-

1g. 2.-A method of adding a system of " voltage -doubling.!
A.V.C. to a " straight" -circuit receiver.

j the addition of A.V.C. can produce no A.V.C. to the remarkable receiver
benpficial effect.
just mentioned has recently been
I
This is equivalent to saying that A.V.C. described, so there is no need to
is worth while only in the case of powerful make further reference to it. Quito
a,

42ELAVAIOLT4cE

design,

powerful signals, because it certainly such as the " £5 Superhet Three "
! cannot increase the volume of the weaker the cost of A.V.C. is practically nil,
ones. From this it is quite evident that but if it is to give really satisfactory
if the receiver is not capable of bringing results with a receiver of the " straight
in a fair number of transmissions at three " type the expense entailed is
greater strength than is actually required, appreciable. The method of applying

7 and sensitive multi -valve sets, except in

Git/m/c

heterodyne
of modern,
high - class

different method is generally

i" "

I

/Oa 000

::b

2

17c00_,

ONAIX

g

0-4.
4kAfr-

r

Fig. 3.-Showing how " delay.! can be introduced
into the A.V.C. circuits shown in Fig and Fig. 2.
The connections are described in the text:
I
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I the same way, if a differential reaction
condenser is fitted, the lead from this to
!- earth should be disconnected.
The principle upon which this circuit
arrangement depends is as follows : A

P 111210.( 1.10 I /ASP

HO.,

masa. ce.141.

simplest is that shown in Fig. 3, where I
a voltage is interposed between the positive end of the " Westector " and

0002 41;:0

earth. This voltage is opposite in polarity

certain amount of the high -frequency cur' rents appearing in the anode circuit of the
j detector are rectified by the " Westector,"

so that the " upper ' (or negative) end
I of this becomes negative with- respect
to earth. The negative voltage developed

.4.1(C

; across the rectifier is fed back to the

I variable -mu valve(s) as grid bias, and
1 it will be seen that this voltage will vary

; according to the intensity of the signal
1 currents being handled by the detector
j valve.

impliiIIIMINE1.11.1111.11.0.10.041M11111=4)411.1H).04141111.41M0411

SO, 000

//144410.

0/./Af.57

14,z

Although the arrangement described is

to that developed across the rectifer,
with a result that a negative bias is
passed on to the variable -mu valve(s)
only after the voltage rectified by the
" Westector " is greater than the opposing " voltage.
The " opposing " voltage might be

obtained from a 4j -volt G.B. battery or,
better still, from a 25,000 -ohm potentiometer connected across the battery, as
shown in broken lines. When the latter

method is adopted the most suitable
delay voltage can readily be found by
trial and, if necessary, eliminated alto-

-4CONTROL
gether in special circumstances. One
I most suitable for use in a superheteroFig.
5.-The
above
circuit shows a simple slight objection to the scheme is that the
j dyne, it can also be employed with some
measure of success in a " straight " method of combining A.V.C. with manual on -off switch must be provided with an
additional contact, in order to prevent
volume control.
I receiver, provided that it has at least
the 4i --volt battery being " drained "
(but
preferably
two
or
more)
efficient
I one
while the set is out of use.
variable -mu H.F. stage. When the set Delayed Action
It was pointed out above that A.V.C.
was previously fitted with a potentioCombined Manual and Automatic
5 meter for varying the variable -mu grid reduces signal strength, and this is a
Control

voltage the

modification

is

slightly point which must carefully be considered.

simpler than described above, since it
is only necessary to remove the poteno tiometer and transfer the lead from the
centre terminal (slider) to the negative
end of the rectifier.

Most Effective at Low Frequencies

When either of the simple circuits given

An entirely different method of obtain-

are used there must-if the system is ing the delay voltage is shown in Fig. 4,
functioning correctly-be a certain degree where a 10,000 -ohm potentiometer is
of loss on all signals, powerful or weak. connected in series with the fixed, or
In the case of the more powerful ones, variable, potentiometer used to supply
the slight loss is generally of no con- the screening grid of one of the H.F.
sequence, -but it might attain serious valves. The desired voltage can be
proportions where weaker signals are found by trial, simply by altering the
concerned. Because of this it is usually setting of the potentiometer.
a wise plan to introduce some form of
It is often desirable to combine

Before proceeding further it might be
desirable to explain briefly why the form
of A.V.C. described is more suitable for
use in a superheterodyne circuit. The "c delay,
reason is that the metal rectifier is

so that the A.V.C. effect

appreciably more effective at the low
frequencies of the I.F. amplifier than it
is at the frequencies of the received
signals. It is because of this that a

both manual and automatic variable L.F.

oo/

complete A.V.C. effect can

rarely be obtained with a

"straight" receiver, especi-

ally when tuned to the
medium -wave 'hand, without
the use of more complicated_
circuits. In fact, with a
" straight " circuit it is
any
seldom possible to

the variable -inn valve(s).
This introduces slight cornphcations, but there are
various methods by which it
can satisfactorily be ac- I
comPlished.
When the
receiver employs indirectly heated valves the method
to

adjust

the

value of the resistance in I
the cathodeearth lead. With ri
a. battery set a fixed negative
bias can easily be arranged

-:

on transmissions which are
normally received at fairly

0420 O, -fns
Fig. 4.-This circuit illustrates another and better method of obtaining
the " delay voltage.; it is taken from the screening -grid supply circuit.

good strength.

Some improvement is to

obtained in the latter
however, by using

a

minimum negative bias to

necessary

fading effect,' which is
sufficient to minimise fading

be

control,

to apply

is obvious, since it is only

more than a 'form of anti

pair of not come into operation until signals
" Westectors" wired in series as shown attain a certain intensity. By employing
in Fig. 2. - When this is done a some arrangement by means of which
case,

mu
volume
or at least

a

is this result may be achieved there need
produced, this being almost equivalent not be any serious disadvantages to outto the so-called amplified A.V.C. em- weigh the 'benefits which are so well
ployed in some of the more pretentious known. There are various methods of
introducing delayed operation, and the
factory -built receivers.

certain amount of voltage step-up

simply by inserting a G.B.
battery at the point marked
G.B. in Fig.

1;

best results

will generally be obtained

by inserting the plugs so !
that a voltage of is obtained.
The simplest method in the case of a
battery set is to break the grid circuits)!
of the variable -mu valve(s), as shown in I

Fig. 5, insert .0002-mfd. fixed condenser(s),

and connect a 2-megohm grid leak to the !
centre terminal of the customary 50,000- I
ohm variable -mu potentiometer.

GREATLY -ENLARGED CHRISTMAS NUMBER NEXT WEEK!
MANY CHRISTMASY FEATURES AND A

FREE BLUEPRINT OF

THE HALL -MARK THREE

Tbelatest design in furtherance of our Low -price Campaign !

A hall -marked Specification, Circuit and Performance for 45/-
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OU1' SIMPLE
"BUY It RITISH"
COMP ETITION

PROOF

Result of the Simple Contest which

Appeared on Page 226 of Our Issue
dated October 27th, 1934.

UPON
PROOF!

Readers will remember that we offered
fifty prizes of British -made Hivac valves
(each prize equal to the value of 25s.) to the

fifty readers who most nearly forecast the
number of foreign valves which were
imported into the British Isles during the
three months of August, September and
October, 1934.

Mr. F. J. Camm (Editor, " Practical
Wireless") says :-" As near perfection
as I believe perfection possible."

The following readers' entries were the

nearest, and Hivac valves to the value stated
above will be sent to each of them in accordance with the rules of the competition.

Have you heard the startling difference a Stentorian
will make to your set ? Its unique magnetic material
(prov. pat.) giving nearly double strength at similar
cost, will bring vastly increased volume.

B. W. Newton, 7, Clarendon Crescent, Sale, Cheshire.

Its exclusive

" Whiteley " speech coil will provide a new vivid
realism and crisp " attack " which will give you a

George R. Hughes, 53, Gladstone Road, Wallasey,
Cheshire.

different conception of radio entertainment.

C. G. Moody -Smith, 19, Balcaskie Road, Eltham,
S.E.9.

H. J. Barnes, 76, Ridge Avenue, Winchmore Hill, Nine dealers out of ten stock them. Ask your local
supplier for a demonstration to -day. You will be amazed.
N.21.
I. Higginbotham, 4, Copper Street, Macclesfield, In tributes to the Stentorian's startling performance -by

Cheshire.
Hugh Ernest Gill, 89, Stanton Street, Newcastle -onTyne.
H. C. Williams, 109, Claude Road, Cardiff.
J. B. Walters, 14, Egerton Road, Pype Hayes, Birmingham.
Cecil H. Moore, Charlton, Swindon, Wilts.
John Swan, 32, Andrew Street, Lochgelly, Fife.

-

responsible technicians and private users ' alike -there is
invariably a note of wholehearted enthusiasm which is
significant.

Read this short selection: -

OTHER EXPERTS

. .

Ivor Omand, 57, West End, West Calder, MidMr. H. J. Barton Chapple,' Wh.Sc., B.Sc. (Hons. Load.), A.C.G.I., D.I.C.,
lothian.
John L. Adam, Dalhousie Road, Milliken Park, Hon.M.LW.T. (the great radio and television authority) :-" For tonal quality it is the best
Kilbarchan, Renfrewshire.
E. Walker, 2,Glasford Street, Tooting, S.W.17.
Joseph Thos. McLeod, Jeffrey Gardens, Ince, Bar, nr.
Wigan, Lancs.

speaker I have heard so far."
" WIRELESS WORLD " :-

" A considerable increase in efficiency."

F. Bryan, 6, Grove Terrace, Norwood, Beverley, "POPULAR WIRELESS" :E. Yorks.
" Eclipses previous stan_ _dards" and "A valuable contribution to better broadcasting."
L. Charley, " Romola," Gillview Road, Hucclecote,
nr. Gloucester.
Mr. A. K. JOWERS,
fain Sinclair, 50, Ralstone Avenue, Crookston,
" A definite advance in design: Glasgow, S.W.2.

Bernard Leighton, 16, Birch Grove, Rusholme, Manchester.
George McMillan, 11, Dock Place, Leith, Scotland.
John MacGregor, 21, Holland Park, Belfast.

H. G. Clark,

1,

Trinity Street, Liverpool Road,

Islington, N.1.
J. R. Godolphin, 144, Felsham Road, Putney, S.W.15.
A. Laird, 6, Ann Street, Greenock.

B. Newcomb, The Wilderness, Victoria Avenue,
Westgate -on -Sea.

S. E. Dumbrell, 54, George Street, Hove, Sussex.
W. Saunders, 4, Brenchley Road, Maidstone, Kent.
Samuel Nicolson, 131, Ardgowan Street, Glasgow,
C.3.

James Montgomery, 56, Woodvale Street, Belfast,
Ireland.

E. W. Badder, 5, Mayfield Park N., Fishponds,

Bristol 5.
W. Williams, 15, Southlands Avenue, Southbourne,
Bournemouth.

AND USERS

It am proud of it now, thanks to your great achievement."
A. S., Berkhamsted.
" . . . In fact, no words of mine can express my feelings about this

masterpiece of loudspeaker art and I can only say that from
henceforth W.B. Stentorian is my motto, and I am proud of it."
A. H. K., Brzerley Hill.
" I cannot speak too highly of this marvellous instrument."
G. H. N., Altrincham.
Stentorian Sensor

" Thank you for the opportunity to hear
radio so perfectly." R. C., Swindon.
" The difference was beyond my expectations . .
performance is too good for
words -it must be heard to be appreciated."

B. W., Rhyl.
J. G. Pitchay, 25, Parkhouse Gardens, Sherburn, " The claims you make are
in every way
Durham.
justified.i
Reproduction
is almost unDrew. Adie, 366, Tweedsmuir Road, Hilungton, believably natural." D. D.,
Cheshanz.
Glasgow.

R. Lewis, 74, Green Way, Maidstone, Kent.

A. Dixon, 22, Coach Lane, Hazelrigg, Dinnington
Colliery, Newcastle -on -Tyne.

T. E. Griffiths, 26, Marlboro Road, Newport, Mon.
James Laing, 10, Moorhouse Street, Salford 5, Lancs.
A. A. Chitin,.21, Chapel Street, Coventry.
Richard Dixon, Lahinch, Co. Clare, I.F.S.
R. Mullings, 6, Wards Road West, Ilford, Essex.

T. Carless, 43, East Parade, Steeton, nr. Keighley,
Yorks.

A. Goodale, 28, Cromford Road, Wandsworth,
S.W.18.
Victor Sparkes, 13, Dault Road, Wandsworth, S.W.18.

Matthew Forrester, 8, Flass Street, Durham City.
J. Booth, 7, Mornington Road, Wanstead, E.11.
B.

Wanderson, 5, Agnes Gardens, Dagenham,

Essex.

C. Powell, 1, Garfield Terrace, Devonport, Devon.
A. J. Blackmore, 40, Fair View, Barnstaple.

H. H. Powell, 27, Worcester Road, Kingswood,

Bristol.
James Knight, 17, Brentwood Avenue, Dundee.

L. C. Walters, 12, Kirksta 11 Avenue, Tottenham; N.17.

. . .

" It has given my set a new lease of life. I could not have believed
my set (a home constructed 3 -valve) capable of such vivid realism.

(PMSI) 42/ -

too per cent. dust
protection. Oversize cone.

Stentorian Standard
(PMS2) 32/6.
Stentorian
Baby
and there are literally hundreds more all unsolicited.
(PM56), 22/6.
Write for the new W.B. Stentorian Leaflet.

NIODEL

ENTORIAN

PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING -COIL SPEAKER
SPECIFIED FIRST OR SOLELY

IN 90% OF PUBLISHED SETS SINCE ITS INTRODUCTION

SPECIFIED SOLELY BY MR. F. J. CAMM IN EACH OF HIS
IMPORTANT RECEIVERS THIS SEASON
Whiteley Electrical Radio Co., Ltd., Dept. D, Radio Works, Mansfield, Notts.
Sole Agents in Scotland : Radiovision Ltd.,
233, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow, C.2.

Sole Agents in I.F.S.: Kelly,& Shiel, Ltd.,
47, Fleet Street, Dublin.
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to men who
want careers

PRACTICAL LETTERS ROM

REA

5

The Editor does not necessarily agree with opinions expressed by his correspondents.
All letters must be accompanied by the name and address of the sender (not necessarily
for publication).

" All -Mains Pentode Three "
SIR,-May I congratulate you on pro-

ducing such a fine set as the £5 Superhet
Three. I would also like to second the
remarks of A. G. Brommage (Hampstead)

its methods of varying the first -named
to suit local conditions.
(3) Its compactness and neat appearance.
(4) The ingenuity of its designer, and its
good quality.
I can confirm from experience that this

concerning an " All Mains Pentode Three "
really does do all you claim for it, and
with the alternative of a Westinghouse set
stations which with a professional superhet

metal rectifier in place of a valve rectifier were not receivable or not clear now come
for the mains portion.-R. OWEN (Dids- in at quite good volume on an aerial 20ft.
bury).

long and a very poor earth, or with the
outdoor aerial entirely cut off and using
An Economy Set
an indoor one only. I have been building
SIR,-I am -in agreement with your sets for seven years now, and must have
and agree
In the sign longuage

of the
Broadcasting Room

this symbol means

"Announcement."

Northampton correspondent,
that a real economy set would be popular,
say one that would get ten stations worth
listening to. This, I think, would satisfy

constructed between thirty and forty, but
this superhet-which has always been my.
most intriguing study, due to its constant
selectivity-is the most ingeniously
numerous readers of your interesting paper. conceived and compact little set I have
The superheterodyne fans have been well ever seen.
catered for.-H. RILEY (Bradford).
I trust it, will be built by hundreds of

thousands, as it deserves, and take this
Eight -Valve Superhet Wanted
opportunity of congratulating you on tho
The I.C.S. Radio Courses cover every phase
-I want to take this opportunity evolution of such a brilliant design, characof radio work, from the requirements of the toSIR,
thank you for your excellent paper. terised by all the attributes of the best
;youth who wishes to make wireless engineering
his career to the man who wants to construct

It certainly lives up to its name, PRACTICAL

Could you publish in the near

superhet available to -day,
combined with unusual compactness and
simplicity.-V. E. HOLDAWAY (Clapham,
commercial

land maintain a broadcasting set for his home.
.k- The Radio industry is progressing with
amazing rapidity. Only by knowing thoroughly

future a real " super " set, seven or eight
valve -battery superhet, and also a two - London, S.W.).

' Our instruction includes American broadcasting

case keeping the cost down as much as £5 Battery Superhet Three

the basic principles can pace be kept with it.

It is a

'as well as British wireless practice.
modern education, covering every department
of the industry.
OUR COURSES

.

Included in the I.C.S. range are Courses
dealing with the Installing of radio sets and,
in particular, with.their Servicing, which to -day

intimately concerns every wireless dealer and
his employees. The Operating Course is vital
to mastery of operating and transmitting.

There is also a Course for the Wireless

This, in addition to inculcating the
art of salesmanship, provides that knowledge
which enables the salesman to hold his own
with the most technical of his customers.
Salesman.

WIRELESS.

valve short-wave superhet adaptor, in each

SIR,-You will no doubt receive enough
I would have built the £5 Superhet if I letters to sink a ship if all home constructors
had been in England when it was published. think as I do. I can only say thanks for
It is a wonderful set.-D. HORTON-GEORGE the simple, practical and much -needed set
you have produced-almost like a rabbit
(Whyteleafe, Surrey).
from a hat. If you have got your eye on
a " two," but-'nuff said. Somebody else
" A Mains Pentode Three "
SIR,-As suggested by Mr. A. G. Brom- might suggest a one -valve. In the meanmage, a " Mains Pentode 3 " would be very time you have produced something for
welcome. Some time ago I made up the which you can feel excusably proud. I
" Mains A.C. 3 " published in the Olympia don't write letters to those who express
possible ?

edition of PRACTICAL WIRELESS two years themselves in terms of megohms, decibels,

ago, and no doubt you could accommodate
most of the parts, such as coils and 2 -gang
Then there are the Preparatory Courses for the condenser, speaker, and the majority of the
City and Guilds and I.W.T. Exams.
fixed condensers. Probably it will be better
We will be pleased to send, you details of to have the output valve resistance coupled
any or all of these subjects. Just fill in, and to the detector stage.
post the coupon, or write in any other way.
What about publishing it as a good
0
radiogram also, using a cabinet of pleasing
International Correspondence Schools, Ltd.,
design but not too expensive. I think this
Dept. 94, International Buildings,
side deserves more consideration, as I canKingsway, London, W.C.2.
not remember you ever issuing a receiver as
WINN kaM NIM

Vall

Osmi

INIM WM Ma Ma.

Without cost, or obligation, please send me full

information about the Courses I have marked X
)(COMPLETE RADIO

n

RADIO SERVICING

nt RADIO EQUIPMENT
1:71 RADIO SERVICING AND SALESMANSHIP
Zj WIRELESS ENGINEERING
WIRELESS OPERATORS
):[ EXAMINATION (stale which)

Name
A ,7dress

Age

etc., but your production makes me break
a rule. If I say we are greatly indebted to
you for your great effort, I feel I am only
voicing the gratefulness of many thousands
of wireless enthusiasts who, like myself,

a hardened constructor for ten or more

years, know when they spot a real winner.
And now might I ask a question about the

The top photoprint on page
203-issued November 17th-shows plug
pick-up.

sockets for a pick-up. Your printed diagram

a radiogram, although I appreciate you on page 198 of the same issue does not show
the connections. Perhaps you will deal
always make provision for a pick-up.
Personally, I would like to see a few with this point in a later issue. ----Yours
as these seem to develop more troubles

sincerely, ARTHUR N. RELTON (Aberdeen),
[Pick-up connections for the Battery.

The £5 Superhet Three : Another

Bere Island,' Co. Cork, and fading here is very

more articles about testing " Mains Sets,"

Model were given on page 323 of our issue
than a good battery set.
I have improved my knowledge of radio dated November 17th.-ED.]
from the articles issued in your excellent £5 Superhet Three and A.V.C.
publication, and I wish it every success.SIR,-I am particularly interested in
J. ROYSTON (Chadwell Heath).
your latest set, the £5 Superhet Three, and
I intend to build same. I am stationed at

Tribute
bad, even on the English stations. I have
SIR,-After a week's operation of this listened to quite a number of sets, and the

set I feel I must write and tell you what I
like about it. There are several outstanding points such as :(1) Its uncommon simplicity.

only successful ones seem to be those which
are fitted with automatic volume control. I
am anxious to know if it is possible toincorporate some form of automatic volume con(2 Its selectivity, range and volume, and trol in your superhet three. If so, I should be
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pleased if you would give me some information as to the necessary alterations required.

-P. F. Cum; Spr. R.E. (Here Island,

Bantry Bay).
[A.V.0 : and the Superhet was:dealt with
on page 323 of our issue dated November
17th-ED.]

USE THE

CONDENSERS

THE FUTURE OF THE SUPERHET
(Continued from page 380)

it will be seen that the driver portion is
used for the I.F. stage, whilst the two
" halves " of the class B portion are used

for detection and
respectively.

L.F.

THAT

amplification,

A Neutralised Triode
It may seem rather decadent to use a

EXPERTS

triode for I.F. purposes, but if it is neutra-

USE

lised, as shown, there is no reason why
it should not prove quite satisfactory.
Neutralised circuits are not to be recommended for use in a " straight " circuit,
because they must be accurately adjusted

each time a change is made from one wavelength band to another. For I.F. purposes,
however, the well-known and once -popular
neutrodyne circuit is quite satisfactory,

due to the fact that the tuning circuits

always remain at the same resonant frequency. In order to employ a'neutralised
form of I.F. coupling, it is necessary to
make use of an I.E. transformer with a
centre -tapped primary, but such transformers are available, and can easily be made
for experimental purposes. It will be seen

from Fig. 2, that one half of the primary

provides the neutralising coupling through
the neutralising (variable) condenser marked

N.C.

After giving a little thought to the cir-

cuits mentioned above, the idea of a future
two -valve superhet does not appear to
be very remote. In fact, who can say that
we shall not, one day, have a single -valve
superhet ?
CUT THIS OUT EACH WEEK

.4"
-THAT the actual percentage of distortion

which may be tolerated in a receiver governs
the power output which may be obtained.

-THAT owing to the above point push-pull
amplifiers will deliver a greater-A.C. output than

double that of each of the individual valves
;

used in the amplifiers.
-THAT screening the down -lead must be care-

fully carried outin order to reduce capacity
losses between lead and screen.

-THAT it often proves worth while to screen
the H.F. choke in a simple detector circuit.
t;

-THAT a fixed condenser may be inserted in the
reaction circuit in order to avoid risks of shoacircuit due to a faulty reaction condenser.

-THAT the wiring of the electric -bell system
;

i

makes a good aerial.
-THAT the gas pipes do not prove worth while
for earth connections on account of
the
insulation of the joints.

The Editor will be pleased to consider
of a
practical nature suitable for publication inarticles
PRACTICAL
WIRELESS. Such articles should be written on one side
of the paper only, and should contain the name and
address of the sender. Whilst the Editor does not
himself responsible for manuscripts, every effort willhold
be
made to return them if a stamped and addressed envelope
is enclosed. All correspondence intended for the Editor
should be addressed : The Editor, PRACTICAL WIRELEss,

Geo. Newnes, Ltd., 8-11, Southampton Street, Strand,
W.C.2.
Owing to the rapid progress in the design of wireless
apparatus and to our efforts to keep our readers in touch
with the latest developments,. we give no warranty that
apparatus described in our columns is not the subject

UNSCREW the back of this or that
commercial set
-lift up the lid

of another, turn to

the specificati

of the
'star receivers.
Ask any 'serious experimenter, or
v,4
any
expert ask your radio
dea+er

Make their
choice your (;)
choice - use
T.C.C.CONDENSERS.
There is a new illustrated price list-just ready.. If
you have not received a copy from your dealer a p.c.
to us will bring you one.

Always T.C.C....

C

al
ALL -BRITISH

.

CONDENSERS

THE TELEGRAPH CONDENSER CO. LTD., WALES FARM RD., N. ACTON,
W.3

of letters patent.
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" The Causes of War"

EASY TERMS
IF YOU WANT PROMPT DELIVERY
ENTRUST US WITH YOUR ORDER.

10.
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cutdont

the B.B.C. re -states the
intentions and conditions
governing the series of talks
entitled " The Causes of
War," which began on
October 12th and continues
until December 14th.
The causes of war are being discussed

4
,

100 Every Radio requirement is supplied by us on the most
We
convenient terms and with the utmost speed.
maintain a service upon which increasing numbers rely.
10, We deal with you direct and all transactions are strictly
private. Your orders and enquiries will be valued.
Quotations by return.

4

tp Cash or C.O.D. by return of post, POST fi'llEB.
SUPERHET THREE
t Complete£5
Kit of parts for this remarkable set 4
C.O.D. SERVICE.
.fied for
Any Kit of parts or single component supplied

from different standpoints by a number

By JACE

1111=110

exactly as used by Mr. F. J. Camm.
7/6 K IT A. Complete parts.

Cash
secures

4

W.B.Stentorian Standard P.M.Speaker.

44

correct misunderstand-

TO ing1 in certain quarters,

Nosmo King Listens In

of contributors eminent in various spheres
of life. The range of speakers is as wide as
possible. There is no censorship of the
material contributed to this series, but it is
expressly designed that each contribution

should treat the subject from a special

ACCORDING to information received angle. Unfortunately, this was not made
delivery, balance by 11 moinly
secures
from Highbury, the Cossor people clear to Professor Haldane, with the result
'III, delivery payments of 9/3.
4 recently succeeded in snapping Nosmo that his approach was not from the standComplete parts, including 4 King, the mystery man of the B.B.C., point of the scientist and biologist, as was
KIT B.
Cash or C.O.D./ in his dressing -room. The illustration on required in order to maintain the general
12/. specified orvalves.
12/- secures delivery
secure,£7/5/6,
and
balance
by
11
monthly,
payments 4 this page shows Hubert King trying to get balance of the series. When the mistake
delivery
of 13/3.
Africa on the Cossor Superhet so that was discovered it was too late for Professor
Nosmo can listen to his adopted people. Haldane to prepare another paper.
2/6W. B. Stentorian Senior P.M. Speaker. 4
November 30th : Major Douglas.
Cash Price £2/2/0, or 2/6 with order
December 7th : Sir Josiah Stamp.
Secures
and 11 monthly payments of 4/-.
New Radio Receiver with Fluid -light

Er

C.O.D.

or

£5,

or 7/6

II

L, delivery

2/6
Secures
delivery

4/6
Secures
delivery

5/'
Secures
delivery

5/ Secures

delivery

Cash Price £1/12/6, or 2/6 with order
4
and 11 monthly payments of 3/-.
Rola FR7 P.M. Moving -Coil Speaker, 4

with Universal Transformer. Cash Price `
221916, or 4/6 with order and 101

monthly payments of 5/-.

4

Atlas T10/30 H.T. Eliminator and 4

MANY stage stars and other celebrities, Training

ingenious receiver is
completely
self-con-

VALVES. Every type of valve replace- 4

built-in aerials. Florence Desmond, who is

4

tained, having its own

ment supplied on convenient terms.
3 Valves-Mullard, Cossor, Marconi, 1
S.G., Det., Power. Cash Price £1/5/0, A

now appearing in the

or

5/- with order and 5 monthly

payments of 4/7.

4
4

Estd. 1925

THE

NATIONAL

19771

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY

COMPANY
11,0AT LANENOBLESTREEFLONDOKE.C.

RECONDITIONED

SET S

A large selection of all types of Rebuilt Sets

guaranteed electrically and mechanically sound.
Self-contained A.C. sets from 50s. Eliminators
with charger, A.C. 120 Volts 20 M.A. output,

25s., new and unused.

Loudspeakers and Mains equipment of all
kinds.

We give an amazing figure for old sets in

exchange for 1935 Models.
Specialists in Radio repairs and Service to all
types and makes of Receivers and components.

Ask for free quotation and list of guaranteed
bargains.

THE GENERAL RADIO SERVICE,
Condor House, St. Paul's Churchyard, London,
E.C.4. City 3176.

STREETS AHEAD OF
Recharges itself

Overnight

DRY H.T."

More striking praise for the
Standard Wet Battery. " I
have had my present cells
Le
on
a 3 -valve set going 10
14
hours a day for 12 months.
An ordinary dry battery
r°
lasted 7 weeks. And now
ettty voltage
the crowning glory it is
supplied
streets ahead of dry H.T. for television; as you know
crackling and noises show up in flashes," writes R.S.
Gives abundant pure current year in year out. Saves
pounds. Annual replenishment is all that is necessary.

120 volts. 12,500 m.a. £2 carriage paid.

An investment. ALL STANDARD H.T. SPARES
CO.
BATTERY
H.T.
SOPPLI . - WET?5, Dean
St.. W.1.

Footballers

by

Loud-

speakers
who divide their time between their
advantages of a, good -" Sound homes, country cottages, and theatre
dressing - rooms, are using the new THEreproduction Equipment " for pro"His Master's Voice " "Superhet Portable viding musical entertainment additional to
Fluid -light Six." This

Trickle Charger combined. Cash Price
£31916, or 5/- with order and 121
monthly payments of 5/11.

ALL CARRIAGE PAID.

et

December 14th : Sir Austen Chamberlain.

Tuning

new

Cochran

revue

" Streamline," is one

of the stars who uses this

instrument. She enjoys
radio entertainment in
her flat during the day,

it along to the
connecting it to the
takes

theatre in the evening,

electric light supply in
her dressing -room, and
at week -ends enjoys
entertainment from it

in her country
retreat.

This amazing wireless

receiver is just plugged

into the A.C. electric
light in the same way
as a standard lamp,

and is extremely Nosmo King, mystery man of the B.B.C., listens in to a Cossor
operate,
simple to
superhet.
for the H.M.V.
system of fluid -light tuning is used, that furnished on certain occasions by a
which shows exactly when a station band, and for broadcasting announcements
is being received dead accurately. The to the suppoiters, were recently pointed
instrument has six valves, which enables a out to the officials of the Sheffield Wednesday
very large selection of European stations Football Club and to the Club's supporters.
to be received with ease, for the illuminated As an outcome the " Supporters' Club "

wavelength scale bears the names of the presented the football club with a G.E.C.
principal stations. The automatic volume - 12 watts A.C. equipment with a turntable
control feature keeps all transmissions at outfit and a microphone. Already this
the same volume, and counteracts any equipment has been found in every way a
tendency of fading. The reproduction decided asset, not only as a means of

is particularly pleasing, for a wide range keeping supporters entertained and supplied

moving -coil loud -speaker is built into the with information, but as -a means for team
training. With the microphone, Mr. Walker
neat walnut cabinet.
The " Superhet Portable Fluid -light (the manager) is able to speak to a player
Six " can also be used for reproducing during a practice match without any
gramophone records in conjunction with stoppage of play. The success which has

a gramophone pick-up, thus making it attended this method of conveying inequal in performance to that of an expensive structions suggests that the idea will be
radio -gramophone.

widely copied.
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RADIO CLUBS
AND SOCIETIES

Club Reports should not exceed 200 words in length
should be received First, Post each. Monday
morning for publication in the following week's issue.
and

THE RADIO, PHYSICAL AND TELEVISION SOCIETY

'THIS society had a very interesting lecture and

I demonstration on " Television "-on Wednesday,
November 14th, at headquarters, 72a, North End Rd.,
West Kensington. The lecturer, Dr. C. G. Lemon,
explained very lucidly the theory of television and the
different methods of scanning were explained. Several
novel inventions were shown, among them being a
white glow -lamp for television purposes. Some
records of actual B.B.C. television transmissions were
shown, and a vision transmitter was demonstrated,
and yarious objects were televised. Those able to
stay on were amply rewarded by the very good pictures
shown by the B.B.C.
May. we remind readers of PRAOTICAL WIRELESS

that meetings of the society are held on alternate
Fridays at 8 p.m. Further details of lectures, etc.,
' can be obtained from the assistant hon. sec., M. E.
Arnold, 12, Nassau Rd., Barnes, S.W.13.

INTERNATIONAL SHORT-WAVE CLUB (LONDON)

THE London Chapter held its annual general meet-

.

ing on Friday, November 16th, at which an
Officers for the coming
year are as follows : President, J. E. Underhay ;
Secretary and Treasurer, A, E. -Bear ; Chairman,
election of officers -took place.

J. E. Hunter ; Television Adviser, A. W. Nobb, F.T.S. ;
Technical Advisers, G. Hayes and C. H. Durrant.
The meeting was followed by a " junk sale," which
not only provided many fine bargains, but created much
amusement. The meeting concluded with a description and demonstration of an R.C.A. Allwave Receiver

WI LLS'S

CAPSTAN
CIGARETTES

Flat Fifty
Cardboard Box

by Mr. A. R. Sinclair.. Mr. Sinclair's talk was most
interesting and many stations were heard at great
strength.-A. E. Bear (Secretary), 10, St. Mary's
Place, Rotherhithe, London, S.E.16.
THE CROYDON RADIO SOCIETY

THE Croydon Radio Society had- members of the
I Short-wave Radio and Television Society of
Thornton Heath as guests for the meeting on Tuesday,
November 13th, in St. Peter's Hall, S. Croydon.
Mr. W. J. Bird, Vice -Chairman of the home society,
presided. Mr. E. N. Shaw was the lecturer, and a
most interesting evening was spent when he described
his experiences in short- and ultra -short-wave transmission and reception.
Even more fascinating were Mr. Shaw's explorations
into the ultra -short-wave World. Here again, quite
orthodox apparatus, as for the short waves, was needed
for reception. He used a super -regenerative receiver,
and- he described its interesting features, stich as the

quench coils, which, in a word, " chopped" up the
howl which would otherwise have been produced by
reaction. To ascertain if he was on 5 metres, be used

a signal generator of his own construction and the

explanation of its functioning pioved very absorbing.

Transmitting experiences also came in for much

comment, and even here the apparatus was of a
simple nature. Nor was television overlooked,very
and
Mr. Shaw made clear the possibilities of it on ultra short waves.-Hon. Sec., Mr. E, L. Cumbers, May court, Campdep Rd., S. Croydon.

ATALOGUES
RECEIVED
To save readers trouble, we undertake to

Plain ©r
Cork Tipped

send on
catalogues of any of our advertisers. Merely state,
on
a postcard, the names of the firms from whom you
require catalogues, and address it to
-PRACTICAL WIRELESS, Qeo. Newnes, "Catalogue,'!
Ltd.. 8-11,
Southampton St., Strand, London, W.0.2.
advertisers make a charge, or require postage,Where
should be enclosed with applications for catalogues. this
other correspondence whatsoever should be enclosed. No
A FERRANTI VALVE GUIDE

THE name of Ferranti is, ofrcourse, associated with
1 components of really high class, and
the introduction by this firm of valves, for battery and
mains
supplies, enables them to supply a very complete range
of all the accessories for modern wireless -receiver cons
struction. The new valve guide, which is issued by

Messrs. Ferranti, gives, in its introductory pages,
details of the construction of the valves.

Such
points
as the getter, the bulbs, and other interesting
details
of
manufacture are fully explained, and two pages are
used for each valve type. On one page is the full
technical details of the valve, with its various characteristics and a photograph of the valve -base connections. On the opposite page is the usual characteristic
curve chart and one or more theoretical circuits showing
the application of the valve in question to a normal
receiver. The range of valves is most comprehensive,

extending from the modern heptode or frequency

changer to standard full -wave valve rectifiers. The
guide is completed with a list of all the valve types,
A.C., universal and battery, and a chart of equivalents
of the Ferranti and the valves manufactured by the
remaining valve manufacturers.

issued by The Imperial Tobacco Company

(of Great Britain and Ireland), Limited,

CC.449
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screened

H.F.

choke,

in

which

six

honeycomb coils are spaced on a hollow
steatite former, the whole being mounted
in a copper screen. The design of this
choke renders it highly suitable for use
on the broadcast band as well as on the

short waves, and the range over which
it gives adequate choking effect may be
stated to be approximately 12 to 2,000
metres. The natural wavelength of the
choke is in the neighbourhood of 2,400

metres. A similar model, with a smaller
winding, is also obtainable for use on

wavelengths between 10 and 200 metres.

The price of the former is 5s. and the

Goltone Iron -core Coils

THE illustration below shows the very

unconventional appearance of the
Goltone tuning coils. It is usual to expect
to see the modern coil wound upon a solid

former, although the iron -core which is
now so commonly employed is often of a
small square section and thus reduces the
general dimensions of the coil. In the
Goltone coils, however, the bobbin upon

3s. 9d.
Eddystone Short-wave Components latter
For adequate insulation of the aerial
AVERY careful study is required of the system a long leakage path is necessary,
conditions on the short waves when and although this may be obtained by
designing components for use at these using a number of small insulators in series,
very high frequencies. Messrs. Stratton greater tensile strength is obtained if a

and Co. have specialized in this work for
many years and three of their specialities

single insulator is employed. Owing to
the design of the special steatite insulators

To avoid hand -capacity and other effects
it is advisable to enclose a short-wave
receiver in a metal box, and
to earth the box. Stability
of performance is thus

very long leakage path is obtained, and the
insulator is not unduly heavy. There are
this several advantages to be obtained

are illustrated at the foot of this page. shown in the illustration in question, a

assured. In the group may
be seen a very neat box
which Messrs. Stratton
have produced, and this
is made to hinge across
a diagonal, so that

access may readily be

obtained to all

parts of

A three -gang coil assembly of the new Goltone iron -core coils.

the

support of the aerial. A Very high glaze is

imparted to the surface and this tends to
prevent the accumulation of moisture and
dirt, and the breaking strain is of the
order of 400 lbs. The overall length is
3Ain., and the price is 9d.

New Ferranti Models
AESSRS. FERRANTI inform us that

11'1 following the success of the Arcadia

receiver. It is radiogram, three new models have now
finished with a been introduced. The Arcadia Autogram,
sto ved
glossy
at 39 guineas complete with autopaint inside telling
matic record changing ; the Lancastria
and a brown Radiogram, selling at 24 guineas, and the
crystalline finish Lancastria Autogram, selling at 33 guineas,
on the outside, with automatic record changing.
and four small

the base. It
which these are wound is not only small, rubber feet are fitted onthe
escutcheon
may
be
obtained
with
but is held in place by means of strips of
6d. The size is
paxolin which are shaped and provided gap or without for 27s. The
component
with slots so that the two sections (long 9in. by 8in. by 8in.
and medium -wave windings) may be on the right of the cabinet is a special
supported at right angles, one above the
other. The separation between adjacent
sections of each winding is carried out with
a mica -like material, and thus the reduction

by using a device of this nature for the

OUR LOW -PRICE
CAMPAIGN ADVANCES !
7- ' FREE BLUEPRINT OF OUR
LATEST DESIGN, THE HALL.

MARK THREE, GIVEN IN
NEXT WEEK'S BIG XMAS NUMBER.

in the amount of solid material which is
employed in the complete coil, together
with the method of supporting the entire

assembly, greatly reduces the losses which
are incurred. Actual figures show that

these coils have a self -capacity of only
26 mmfds. on the- long -wave band and a

self -capacity of 17 mrufds. on the medium wave band. The coils are wound with an
inductance of 157 microhenries for medium
waves and 2,200 microhenries for the long
waves. There are six types of this coil
available, ranging from a simple detector grid coil (or aerial coil) to a special oscilla-

tor unit for use with pentagrid or heptode
valves. The price per coil is 9s. 6d. To

facilitate the construction of a receiver

incorporating these coils, special bases
are obtainable inside which a special switch
is built. These bases may be obtained
for single coils, or for sets of two, three, or
four coils. In the illustration, three coils
are shown mounted on a base, the combina-

tion being designed for a super -heterodyne receiver and employing band-pass
tuning and an oscillator unit. The com-

plete set, as shown, costs 23s. 6d. (including
pick-up and Q.M.B. mains switch), or
22s. 6d. if any coil other than the oscillator
is included. The makers are Messrs. Ward
and Goldstone.

An interesting group of short-wave components manufactured by Messrs. Stratton & Co.
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LET OUR TECHNICAL STAFF SOLVE

REPLIES TO

YOUR PROBLEMS

uEmEs
If a

postal reply is
desired. a stamped addressed envelope mast
be

enclosed.

Every

query and drawing

dritQ

(011:17Krt

t.,

NQUIRIES

IN Our Technical Ste

which it sent must bear
the name and address of the sender.

Send

your queries to the Editor. PRACTICAL

Reading Radio Society

WIRELESS. Geo. Newnes. Ltd.. 8 -Ii.
Southampton St.. Strand. London. W.C.2.

We regret that we cannot, for obvious reasons- I
(1) Supply circuit diagrams of complete i
multi -valve receivers.

(2) Suggest alterations or modifications of !
receivers
poraries.

described

our

in

contem-

Suggest alterations or modifications to

commercial receivers.

I

(4) Answer queries over the telephone.
Please note also that all sketches and draninc:

which are sent to us should bear the name
and address of the sender.

HON NOW ,4110.4 AIM.)11M1.1 Fl=111.11.041411.1.M.O.MIN 1411.1.

Faulty Grid Leak
"I have built a two -valve R.C.-coupled

receiver, using six -pin coils.
60 -volt

H.T.

I have a
2 -volt L.T.

battery and a

" I have for some time been a regular

reader of your periodical, and amongst

Additionally, we have already published other things I have been very interested in
"1 several
designs such as you require. Per- the reports of the various radio societies.

SPECIAL NOTE

We wish to draw the reader's attention to the
fact that the Queries Service is intended only
for the solution of problems or difficulties
arising from the construction of receivers
described in our pages, from articles appearing
in our pages, or on general wireless matters.

(3)

rev query.

accumulator. When the set is switched on

haps if you consult the index for the past

A Smoking Resistance

Up to the present. however. there has not
been any mention of a radio society In or
near Reading. Is there any such institution ? If so, can you give me the address
of Its secretary ? " R. Huell (Reading.
d., n.4 know- of ,-, wieldy He..11" you.
but if thew it4 ',tit., and Ow r -tart' will

started smoking when I plugged in the H.T.

to you,

two volumes you could locate the one most
suited to your needs.

" I have built the Atom ' portable and
had good results the first time I tried it,
but the next time the 1,000 -ohm resistance let Its knots, we is ill i+-ias on the niformatun

I replaced the resistance with a new one,
but the same thing occurred again. Would
you please advise me what is wrong ?
R. Crawford (Glasgow).

The probability is that condenser C4
is punctured or otherwise faulty anti is
causing a short-circuit of your H.T, supply
at that point. Replace the present con.
denser by one which is known to be in
order and see if this improves matters.
The resistance certainly should not run
hot, and in the original model it did not
even get Leann after a whole evening's

get a little music for about a minute,
and then it vanishes. I can get very faint
signals by putting my finger on the phone operation.
I

terminal, otherwise the set is dead.

Can

I cure this ? "-R. F. M. (Sherwood, Notts).

Circuit for Cossor Empire Coils
" Could you let me have the blueprint

for Cossor Empire coils tunscre-cned+ for a
three- or four -valve battery set, and a circuit
for the British General Tuner ? - D. Ward
(Darlington!.

\\e regret that we b awe rut sit tails .1
the Cotowir coils, hat 34.
('t .pot it,av I
able to.a.POiot you If you cr.nrntniii.ate will,
thew at Highbirry Grove.
11..t
113Ve a Ito' print here (Blueprint H No. n.
taw,
which the older pattern British
ii r.il Inner is
t ruployed, and the new
I

Adding a Second S.G. Stage
I have a home -constructed three -valve

It would appear that the R.C. unit is A.C. mains receiver, and am thinking
of
another S.G. valve. I already
nected or broken clown entirely, or the adding
employ one S.G., one detector, and one
faulty. Probably the grid leak is discon-

ton, r. with a short.w a we 14 infil
gl% so
Niployed in the Unipen.
one.valve
rc,ei% r described in rtim-rtrAr.
No. Ztl. Hack numbers of I'. W. arr
.10.3 inalole from this oftik-e. price 4.1., c.st

coupling condenser is leaky. Try a transsuper power, and would like to know how free.
former or another unit in its place. Your best
to employ another S.G. valve." -sketch of the connections of the coil is L. Barnes
A Broken Coil
(Ipswich!.
not very clear, although it appears that
" I have a Lotus aerial colt, and unWe cannot see the necessity for adding, a
the reaction circuit is incorrect. The
fortunately I nipped the last turn of the top
further
valve
to
your
circuit.
Would
it
reaction condenser should he joined between not be preferable
breaking It and making It about six
to increase the L.F. hall,
the anode of the detector valve and one amplification by using
Inches shorter. Will this sited It In any
a pentode in plzi,
side of the reaction winding, and the
way ? Could you tell me what
of
other end of this winding should be earthed. of the power? The extra ILK stage wire, etc., to use to revrInd itrouge
? "--R.
may lead to all sorts of instability and

Emission Tester Wanted

may necessitate a complete re -design of the

receiver, whereas a change to a pentode
"I find that on taking over a radio shop output
stage would not require much
I have had several requests for testing
emission of different valves. I have looked alteration, and would give a good increase

up the Encyclopaedia and found near enough
what I require, but I would like you to come

to my aid and give me a theoretical circuit

of a suitable tester

for

battery use."-

E. S. (E.2).
We are very sorry indeed that we cannot

extend our Free Advice Bureau to the
design of special apparatus. There are

several commercial unite available for this
purpose,

costing only a

PI

few

trui r lea s.

in signal strength.

ORDER NEXT WEEK'S

The itos of the wire will only r. duce the

overall tuning range. 'flint is to say.
instead of going tip to .s.') rewires ,,r .shat.
ever is the maximum timing ram:, of the
particular coil. It till fan slightly short
of that wavelength.

BIC

CHRISTMAS NUMBER NOW !
Packed with Special %racks and Illustrations

Free Blueprint of our New ReceiverTHE HALL -MARK THREE!

Butterfield (Nelson).

f. w deirreea. Them ill, t lic

aCK'.1

to rewind it.
^-

41111110..'

AMOK -

*

.

THE QUERIES COUPON APPEARS i
ON COVER iii,

+.1- ".

THE WORLD'S HANDIEST AERIAL
A highly efficient self-adhesive strip Atrial that gives a wonderful pick-up
clear of
Fixed in a jiffy without tools. Press it anywhere
you want to ran
it and it sticks. Lightning proof, neat:efficient :
just the thing for a modern home.

interference:

PIX, Landon, S.E.I.

It will, ht- ever. time

slightly lower, arid thus all your *tat vats
w ill be found to have moved tip the dial

PIX INVISIBLE AERIAL

..emow

We can deliver from stock any of the Nos. 00 to 99
previously advertised at the price of 2/6 per record,
or 20/- for the 20/7,000 cycles set of ten.

LESDIX MICROPHONES reproduce your
voice amplified from your

Pentode,
valves, 35/-. Type 169 A.C. S.G. Detector,
Rectifier, set only with valves, 49/6. Type 320 A.C.
100/250, 2 S.G., Det., Pentode, Rectifier, with valves

radio set to loud speaker.
FUN ON YOUR RADIO

L

and self-contained M.C. Speaker, £6/6/0. Kolstar
6 -valve A.C., 100/250 Superhet 20/2,000 metres,
Consul type, with valves and self-contained M.C.

5/- MICROPHONE BUTTONS
for all purposes. Usually sold

PREMIER SUPPLY STORES
165a, Fleet

ANNOUNCE a City Branch at 165 and
St., E.C. (next door to Anderton's Hotel), for the
convenience of callers ; nost orders and callers to High
St., Clapham.
OFFER the Following Manufacturers' Surplus New
Goods at a Fraction of the Original Cost; all
6/-,
goods guaranteed perfect; carriage paid over
under 5/- postage Gd. extra, I.F.S. and abroad, carriage
extra. Orders under 5/- cannot be sent c.o.d. Please
send for illustrated catalogue, post free.
TUPENDOUS Purchase of Set Manufacturers'
Stock.-Ail electric 3 -valve (S.G. det. pen.) set,
in walnut cabinet, with moving -coil speaker, 200-250
volt, 40.60 cycles, chassis built, 200-2,000 metres, with

Speaker, £7/10/0.
ORMOND Condensers, 0.0005 2 -gang semi -shielded,

at 3/6. Our price has always
been 1/-. We have supplied
thousands to home users.

London.

Amplifiers,

SPECIAL OFFER. Kolster-Brandes (shop-soiled)
Receivers, 2 -valve Battery Pup, with self-contained Speaker, Valves and Batteries, 27/6. 3 -valve
Kobra with self-contained Speaker, Valves and Batteries, 39/6. 3 -valve type 106 (Bet., 2 L.F.), set only,
15/-. 3 -valve S.G.3, Battery set only 19/6. A.C.
Receiver, Detector, Pentode Rectifier, ,set only with

FREQUENCY RECORDS.

overaseraents are accepted for
`Columns at the rate of 3d.er word. Words
Ili black face type and/or capitals are
/charged double this rate (minimum charge
per paragraph). Display lines are
,cherged at 6/- per line. All advertisements
5 must be prepaid. Radio components ether..
not carry
ttsed at below list price do
manufacturers' guarantee. All commum..
to the
addressed
be
;" Cations should
Advertisement Manager, "Practical Wireless,' 8, Southampton Street, Strand,

3 -stage

(Continued from foot of column one)

ELECTRADIXGreat
BARGAINS
demand for these.

Miscellaneous Advertisements
these

4 valves, £4/19/6.
ALL -ELECTRIC
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2/6 ; brass vanes with trimmers, 3/6.
MAGNAVOX D.C. 152, 2,500 ohms, 17/6 ; D.C. 144,

HOME BROADCASTING
by your family and friends.

A NEW PRACTICAL HOME
MICROPHONE for broadcasting at
home. It is a general purpose,
robust mike, with solid bakelite

RLIABLE Canned Coils with Circuit accurately
snatched, dual range, iron cored, 2/11.
RELIABLE Intervalve Transformers, 2/- ; multi ratio output transformers, 2/6. Microphone
transformers, 50-1 and 100-1, 2/6. 1.1 or 2-1 Output

body, back terminals, front metal

grille. No. 11. New design, finely
5/6
..
finished
No. 11A. Special in solid brass

200-250v.,

40-60 cycles, 10 watts undistorted output, complete with 5 valves, and Magnavox Super 66 energised
speaker, £12/10/0.
ELIMINATOR Kits, including transformer, choke,
Westinghouse metal rectifier condensers, resist-.
antes, and diagram, 120v. 20 m.a., 20/- ; trickle
charger, 8/- extra ; 150v. 30 milliamps with 4v.
2-4 amps., C.T., L.T., 25/- trickle charger, 6/6 extra ;
250v. 60 milliamps,, with' 4v, 3-5 amps. C.T., L.T.,
30/-; 300v. 60 m.a., with 4 volts 3-5 amps., 37/6 ;
200v. 50 m.a., with 4v. 3-5 amps. L.T., 27/6.

body, unequalled at the price on
speech and music, 7/6.
TABLE MIKE.
P.W. No. 11
No. 11, 5/6
This is a splendid Microphone for
a
speech and music. The bakelite case, containing
2 -in. mike and transformer, is on a bronze pedestal.
It
Switch and plug sockets are fitted on the case.15/-.
..
stands unrivalled for quality and price

PEDESTAL MIKES.

Lesdix

PREMIER H.T.7 Transformer, output 135v. 80

Lesdix Superior No.

stal, 18/6. W.E. Type
Table Model, Sin. dia.,
for lectures, 35/-.
StudioltecordingBlikes.
B.T.H. Moving Coil.

Igranic Transverse,

£8 ; Western Electric

200

ohms, wire wound, 1/-.
POLAR STAR, manufacturers' model, 3 -gang con -

dowers, fully screened, 7/6, with trimmers ;

unscreened, 5/-.
RICAN Triple Gang 0.0005 Condensers, with
Trimmers, 4/11 ; Utility bakelite 2 -gang 0.0005,
screened, with Uniknob trimmer, and complete slowmotion dial, 3/6; Polar bakelite condensers, 0.00035,
0,0003, 0.0005, 1/-.
(Continued at fop of column three)

A"

L

A r% r%

1+,1

the best 3 -gang available.

250v. working,

1

mf., 1/3;

.C,C. Condensers,
2 mf., 1/9 ; 4 mf., 3/- ; 4 sofa, 450v. working, 4/- ;
T
4 mf., 750v. working, 6/- ;. 2 mf., 750v. working, 3/-.

VARLEY Constant Square Peak Coils, band-pass
type B.P.7 brand new, in maker's cartons, with
instructions, and diagram, 2/4.
VARLEY H.F. Intervalve Coils, B.P.8, band-pass,
complete with instructions, in original cartons, 2/6.

riOSMOCORD Pick-ups, complete with arm and

1"
1,

ROMFORD,EsSEx

PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS.
Fuca 's PATENT AGENCY (Director: B. T. King,
and
C.I.M.E., Regd. Patent Agent G.B.,
Canada). Advice, Handbook and Consultations free.
49 years' refs. -146a, Queen Victoria Street, E.C.4.
City ,61 61.
'Phone :

fully

200,000, 500,000, 2/- each ; 1,000 ohm. semi -variable,
carry 150 m.a., 2/-.

ELECTR'ADIX RADIOS,

or 120 volts at 18 milliamps, with S.G.
and Detector Tappings. 2 volt 3 amp.
Trickle Charger Price 47/6.
Send for fall particulars.

0,0005,

WIRE -WOUND :Potentiometers, 1,000, 2,500,
50,000, 90,000, 120,000,
15,000, 20,000,

P.A.,£10 ; Siemens
H. ibbon, £50 Moving
" N.W." No. 11 Coil for £15; famous
Marconi-Re(sz B.B.0
15/Model, £18.

.

rtENTRALAB Potentiometers,
meg., any value, 2/-;
60,000, 100,000,

Condensers,

V screened, with trimmers, ball bearing straight
or superhet, 6/9, complete ; with disc drive, 7/11 ;

manufacturers in the country, 1/6.
DREDIIER, British -made Meters, moving iron, flush
mounting, accurate, 0-10, 0-15, 0-50 m.a.,
0-190, 0-250 MA., 0-1, 0-5 amps. ; all at 6/,
WESTERN Electric Condensers, 250v, working,
1 mf., 6d. ; 2 inf., 1/. ; 4 mf., 2/- ; 400v. working,
1 mf., 1/- ; 2 rut , 1/6.

m.a., for voltage doubling, 8/6 ; 4v. 3-4a., CM, CROONERS Lapel Mikes for Dance No.12 "S.B,"
L,T., 2/- extra; with Westinghouse rectifier, giving Bands. American type model .. 12/6
18/6
209v. 30 m.a., 17/6.
Ericsson model transmitters, stanPREMIER H.T.S and 9 Transformers, 250v. CO
dard type, with stand and mouthm.a. and 300v. 60 m.a. rectified, with 4v. 3-5a.
pieee, as illus., 4/6. Postage 1/-.
and 4v. 1-2a, C.T., L.T. and screened primary, 10/- ;
PARTS for Home Con structors.Buttons
With Westinghouse rectifier, 18/6.
H.T.10 Transformer, 200v. 100 ma.
1/- each. Microphone Carbon Granules,
rectified, with 4v. 3-5a, and 4v. 1-2a, C.T., L.T.,
in glass capsule, for four buttons. Grade
PREMIER
No. 1, 8d., No. 2, Medium 1/-; No. 3,
and screened primary, 10/-; with Westinghouse
Fine, 1/6 ; Carbon, solid back, blocks,
rectifier, 19/6.
PREMIER Mains Transformer, . output 250-0-250v.
4d. Mouthpieces, curved or straight,
60 ma.., 4v. 3-5a., 4v. 2-3a., 4v. 1-2a. (all C.T.),
10d. Carbon diaphragms, 55 Mins., 6d.
Panel Brackets, pivoted, 5/-. Reed
with screened primary, 10/-.
Button ' Amplifier
PREMIER Mains Transformers, output 350-0-350v,
Receiver
for
120 m.a., 4v. 3-5a., 4v. 2-3a., 4v. 1-2a. (all C.T.),
making 3/-. Headphones, L.R., 2/9.
with screened primary, 10/-.
" MICROPHONE MARVELS "
Auto Transformers, 100-110/200-250v.
Illustrated Booklet by Lalone,
or vice versa. 100-wat t, 10/-.
PREMIER
9d. post free.
Transformers,
Mains
jESTERN ELECTRIC
W 300-0-300v. 65 m.a., 4v. 1-2a., 4v. 2-3a., 6/6 ;
LIGHT SENSITIVE CELLS. Small
500-0-500v. 150 m.a., 4v. 3-5a., 4v. 2-3a., 4v. 2s3a.,
sensitive resistance model, gold grids,
4/6
4v. la. C.T., 4v. la. C.T., 19/6.
moisture -proof. L to D ratio 5 to 1,
SPECIAL Offer of Mains Transformers, manufactured 5/- each. Mounted in Bakelite, 7/6. Super Model in
by Phillips, input 100/110v. or 200-250v., output Oxy-brass body with window, 10/-. Bulb photo cells,
180-0-180 volts ma., 4v. 1 amp., 4v. 3 amps., 4/6; R.C.A., 25/-, B.T.P., 15/-. Relays for above from 7/6.
200-0-200v., 4v. la., 4v. 3a., 4/6.
ELECTRADIX DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.
PREMIER L.T. Charger Kits, consisting of Premier Charging dynamos, 12 to 16 volts, 10-12 amps., 25/- ;
transformer and Westinghouse rectifier, input or with full automatic switchboard, 47/6 ; Double
200-250v. A.C., output 8v. -} amp., 14/6 ; 8v, 1 amp, current generators, 600 volts, 100 m.a., 8 volts 3 amps.,
17/6 ; 6v.2 amp., 27/6 ; 30v,1 amp., 37/6 ; 2v. amp., 40/-; Engine dynamo sets, kw., £15.
11/-.
fractional H.P. and large sizes in stock.
Truspeed Induction Type (A.C. only), Electric Motors
Television and small machine motors ; 1-40h.p. 220
Por Gramophone Motors, 100-250v., 30/- complete. volts A.C., 15/-; 1-50b.p. motor double ended shaft,
SECLAI Offer B.T.H, Gramophone Motors. A.C. 250 volts, with resistance, A.C. or D.C., 22/6 ; 220 and D.C. 100-250v., 30/- ; listed, £3/3/0.
gramo.-motor, with turntable, 50/. ; Collaro
OLLARO Gramo. Unit, consisting of A.C. motor, volt
double spring grain°. motor, with 121n. turntable, 15/-.
200-250v. high quality pick-up and volume conSEND FOR XMAS BARGAIN LIST " N."
trol, 49/- ; without volume control, 46/,
EDISON BELL Double Spring Gramophone Motors,
complete with turntable and all fittings, a really 218, UPPER THAMES ST., LONDON, E.C.4
sound job, 15/-.
SPECIAL Offer of Wire -Wound Resistances, 4 watts, WifkYeitsion, fet ytwit. Radio' ftem
any value up to 50,000 ohms, 1/- ; 8 watts, any
value up to 15,000 ohms, 1/6 ; 15 watts, any value up the/halms at 11- PER YEAR
to 50,000 ohms, 2/- ; 23 watts, any value up to 50,000
model AC/TO. 150 volts at 30 milliamps,
ohms, 2/6.
400 ohms, 1/-;

C

Transformers, 2/6.
T TTILITY 3 -gang

0C1IEDNBD II,F. Chokes, by one of the largest

P.M. £5: Amplion, '
£5 ; Browns D, 28 ;

10/6 ; 60 milliamps, SO hys., 2,500 ohms, 5/6 ; 25 milli -

paper interleaved.

Pedestal, 10in.

1213B Ring, 14in. Pede-

PREMIER Chokes, 40 milliamps, 25 hys., 4/-; 65
milliamps, 30 hys., 5/6 ; 150 milliamps, 30 Jays.,

a ps, 20 hys., 2/9 ; 250 milliamps, 30'hys., 20/-. Have
LL Premier Guaranteed Mains Transformers
Engraved Terminal Strips, with terminal cone2tions, input 200-250v., 40-100 cycles, all windings

No.

high, 12/6.

10B

D.C. 152 magna., 2,500

2,500 ohms, 12/6 ;

ohms, 37/6, all complete with humbucking coils ; please
state whether power or pentode required ; A.C. conversion kit for above types, 10/- ; Magnavox P.M.,
7in. cone, 16/6.

volume control, 10/6. Plessey Pick-up with arm
A LARGE Selection of Pedestal, table and radio IA gram cabinets, by best manufacturers at a fraction
of original cost, for callers.
THE following Lines 6d. each, or 5/- per dozen.Chassis valve holders 5-, 6-, or 7 -pin, screened
screen -grid leads, any value 1 -watt wire resistances,
15/-.

wire end condensers 0.0001 to 0.1,3 amp, main switches,

Cyldon capacitors, double trimmers.
SUPER -MOVING Coil Speakers, handle 10 watts,
energised directly from A.C. mains, manufactured
by world-famous radio and gramophone company, 40/-.
Electrolytic condensers, 8 inf. 440v. working,
3/- ; 4 riff. 440v: working, 3/-; 15 mf. 50v. working,
T.C.C.

1/- ; 50 mf. 12v. working, 1/- ; 15 inf. 100 v. working,
1/3 ; 6 inf. 50 y. working, 6d. ; 2 mf. 100v. working,
Gd. ; 8 or 4 mf. 450v. working, 4/-.
DUBILIER Dry. Electrolytic Condensers, 8 or 4 inf.
450v. working, 3/- 12 mf. 20 V. working, 6(1. ;
50 inf. 50v. working, 1/9.'
ONDENSER Blocks, H.M.V. 400v. working,
4+2+1+1+1+.5., 3/9; 2+2+1+1+1+.5,

C
3/- ;

Dubilier 300 v. working, 4+4+2+,1,
Phillips 6+4+2+1+1, 4/6 ; 9+3+2, 3/-.

3/- ;

RADIOPHONE Logarithmic Wirewound Potentiometer with mains switch, 2/- ; S.W. H.F. chokes,
10/200 metres, 9d.
ELESTION P.P.M.19 with Multiratio transformer,
listed 48/ -,at 25/-. Ditto P.P.M.W., 17/6.
Itdiophone 2 -gang Condensers, fully

C

screened with trimmers, and disc drive with
BRITISH
Uniknob Trimmer, 5/6.
PREMIER SUPPLY STORES Announce the
Purchase of the Complete Stock of a World
Famous Continental valve manufacturer, all the

folloiving standard main types, fully guaranteed, 4/6e
each ; H.L., L. power, .medium, high, low mag. and
variable -mu screen grids, one, three and four watt
A.C. output, directly heated pentodes, 250v. GO m.a.
full wave rectifiers D.C. types, 20v. 18 amp., filaments,
screen grid V.I., H., H.L. power.
THE Following Types, 5/6 each : 350v. 120 m.a.,

full wave rectifier, 500v. 120 m.a., full wave
rectifier, 21, watt indirectly heated pentode.
THE Following American Types, 4/6.; 250, 112,

171, 210, 245, 226. 17, 46, 24, 35, 51, 57, 58, 55,
37, 80, 6A7, 2A7, 83, 27.
THE Following Types, 6/6 each : 42, 77, 78, 25Z5;
36, 38, 83, 39, 44, 53, 6137, 2A5, 2AG, 2137, 5Z3,

606, 6A4, 6D6, 6F7 ; 43, 09. Send for Complete Valve

list.
GRAMPIAN Permanent. Magnet 9 inch Moving
Coil Speakers, handles 4 watts, Universal
Transformer, 18/6. Ditto Energised handles 5 watts,
2,500 ohms, 211,

ORMOND Balanced Armature Cone Units, largo

Magnet Type, 3/-, with Pentode Tone Corrector, 4/ (Continued at top of column one page 407)
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ISM 00 12,000,15,000 ohm wire -wound Potentiometers with mains switch, 1/6.
LISSEN Mains Receivers A.C. 200/250v. complete
with 3 valves and self-contained Speaker, 50/6.
COTT
and Anode Coils, Dual Range with
S S.G.3Aerial
Circuit, 2/6 per pair.
BLUE Spot Energised Speakers 2,500 ohms type
29D.C., Power and Pentode Transformer, 9/11.

QUANTITY

Hypermite Transformer, Metallised Baseboard, Ready,
drilled Panel and Terminal Strip, list price, £5/17/0;
our price, 13/10/0.

VALVES

Push -Pull and Class B transformer, 18/9.

PREMIER SUPPLY STORES
20-22, High St., Clapham, S.W.4.
'Phone : Macaulay
Nearest Station : Clapham North,Underground.

RADIO CLEARANCE offers 1 Watt Resistances,;
well-known make, all sizes, 6d. each RADIO
ADIO CLEARANCE offers Wego 2 mfd. Con-densers, canned type, is. each. ,

B Y WELL-KNOWN LEADING

fris ADIO CLEARANCE offers 8 mfd. Dry Electro-'

BRITISH MANUFACTURER

SOUTHERN RADIO'S WIRELESS BARGAINS.

11 lytic 500 volt working, well-known make, 2/6
each.

RECEIVERS.- G.E.C. Osram Four -valve (Actual)

with four Osram valves,
permanent magnet moving -coil speaker, Magnificent
pedestal cabinet. Ready to use on all voltages.

DETECTOR, H.F. OR POWER

sealed cartons, £6115/- (list i15/15/-). An exceptional
bargain.

Prices
7/6 to
16/6

Complete

Usual

A.C. all Osram proprietary components in original

COILS.-Igranie Super -het Set of Four (1 osc.,

2 I.F. with Pigtails, 1 L.F. Plain), 12/6 (list 50/-).
Lissen Superhet three coil Kit. Screened Ganged on
Base with switch. Type L.N. 5181, 9/6.
Same

ADIO CLEARANCE

T.O. S/R, all at 3/6 each.

ICII-UPS.-Marcont Model K. 25 (1935 issue),
PCONDENSERS.-Lotus,
21/- (list 32/6),
3 -gang, 12/6 ;

Reaction Condensers and 0003 Tuning Condensers

IN

POST
FREE

3 -gang Condensers with 3 0005 sections, complete

with Dial, Escutcheon, and Pilot Holder, 7/6 each.

Guarantee your satisfaction with
every valve. If in doubt as to type

2 -gang, 8/6 ;

White

7d. each.
ADIO CLEARANCE offers British Radiophone

EACH

Take advantage of this astounding
offer to give your Set a new lease
of life for winter evenings. New
valves mean new life, Power, and
Sensitivity. Suitable for all sets
using batteries or eliminators. We

complete with all accessories in sealed cartons, 2/3.
LEWCOS B.P.F./R, T.B.F./C. O.S.C./126 (Extensor)

offers

Sleeving,
IN LI m.m., 9d. doz. lengths,
RADIO CLEARANCE offers Telsen 0001-00015

Screened Grid & Pentode 3/9

description for Band Pass or any straight circuit.
Type L.N. 5162, 7/-.
VARLEY Constant Square Peak Coils B.P. 5,

L

D ADIO CLEARANCE makes special offer of a
limited quantity S.T.600 Dorchester Kits to
specification, including Colvern Coils,
Polar Condensers, T.C.C. Fixed Condensers, R.I.

designer's

ONLY-BRAND NEW

Ditto Permanent Magnet type, 29PM., Power, Pentode,

Sets.

W,0.1; offers the following stupendous bargains,
limited quantities only. To orders over 5/- post free.
'Phone : Holborn 4631.
RADIO CLEARANCE offers Dorchester 3 Valve
Screen Grid Detector, Power, or Pentode Battery
Chassis, including all first-class Components, brand
new, compfetely wired, at 35/-, less Valves.

LIMITED

inetres, E4/7/6.

2188.

RADIO CLEARANCE, 94, HIGH HOLBORN;

NOTE THIS AMAZING OFFER

PECIAL Offer American Midget Superhet AC/DC,
100/250v., 25/60 cycles, 4 valves including
S
rectifier, 200/500 metres, 13/9/6. Ditto 200/2,000

RADIO CLEARANCE offers 1/25 H.P. Motors
(Gilbert) 100-115 Volts A.C. for- Television,'
suitable for 200.250 Volts for use with 700 Ohm
Resistances or 30 Watt Lampe, price 10/6.
ADIO CLEARANCE o fen Variable Power
IN Resistances by well-kno vn maker, 0-100 Ohms;
price 3/- each, exceptional va.ue.
DADIO CLEARANCE offers British Radiophone
IA Triple Gang Condensers, 2%0 .0005 and 110
kc/s oscillator section complete with knob, drive,
escutcheon; 7/6 post free.
CLEARANCE offers British Radiophone

condensers, superhet type.

110 kc/s Intermediate Frequency Transformers,
RADIO
3/,
to order, state make and type now
RADIO
CLEARANCE offers 8,000 Ohm Volume
in use, and we will send the equivaControls, Log. type, with Q.M.B. switch, 1:4lent. Don't hesitate, This offer G.E,C.,
2/6.
cannot be repeated when present
CLEARANCE offers Set of Band -Pass
stock is exhausted. Send P.O.
Coils, manufacturer's type, with circuit diagram,
NOW to :
sui able for tuned grid or tuned anode ; set of 3 coils,

Blue Spot Permanent Magnet Speakers Universal Transformer, for Power, Super Power, Pentode and
Class B, 23/- ; Blue Spot 66R Units, brand new and

RADIO & ELECTRICAL WHOLESALE SUPPLY, LTD. (Dept. P),
6, Conduit Street, London, W.I.

Single Dyblock, 4/6. All capacity 0.0005. Fully
screened with trimmers, complete with dials, knobs and
escutcheons. Special bargain line. Plessy four -gang

Fully screened with
DIJBILIER Block Condensers, 4 mfd. (2 x 1 x 1)
1,000 -volt, 2/9 ; 4.5 mfd. (2.25 x 2.25), 3/-;
T.C.C. (0.1 x 0.01), 1/3 each.
SPEAKERS.-Rothermel
Permanent
Magnet
Moving-Coil Universal Transformer, 16/- (7in.
cone) ;
trimmers (less dials),standard dial will fit, 10/6 (list 45/-).

boxed, 10/6 (list 35/-), complete mounted on Blue
Spot Chassis, 16/6 (list 45/-1.

MISCELLANEOUS.-Westinghouse Metal Recti-

fiers, H.T. 6, 7, 8, 9/3. Morse Tapping Keys
with flash signal and buzzer, complete with battery and
bulb, 2/-. Bifio Static Cut -Outs, definitely cuts out
all electrical interference and unwanted noises, listed

at 12/6, our price 2/3. Brand new and boxed with
simple fixing instructions. State whether A.C., D.C. or
Battery Set. Note Price, 2/3 (list 12/6).
LISSEN General Purpose Output Chokes, 20/28
henries, 18/60 m.a., L.N. 5301, 6/- each.
LEWCOS Superhet, dual wave frame aerials, 9/-.

THOUSANDS of other bargains. Callers are assured
of a tremendous saving in all branches of wireless'

EASY
PAYMENTS
"There's no place like HOLMES"
W.B.ThisSPEAKERS.
year's finest value

STENTORIAN SENIOR..
STENTORIAN STANDARD
STENTORIAN BABY ..

KIT SETS
TELSEN 323 KIT

,.

.-.

42/-

..
..
..

COME ALL ELECTRIC 357... 159/-

RADIALADDIN (Disposals), Ltd. Exchange your
old set for any new model, balance cash or H.P.

Write for free quotation to largest radio exchange
in U.K. Also clearance sale of reconditioned sets
and radiograms at gift prices £1 to £10. Write for
list. -46, Brewer Street, Piccadilly Circus, W.1.
Gerrard 4055.

WANTED, good modern wireless parts, sets,
eliminators, meters, valves, speakers, etc.
Spot cash waiting. Exchanges. Send or bring. We
pay more than any other dealer. Open 9-8.-University Radio, 142, Drummond St., Easton, N.W.1.
CONSTRUCTORS of Coils, Chokes, and Transformers
will find our List of great assistance. Send
immediately.-Lumen Electric Coy., 9, Scarisbrick

Ave, Litherland, Liverpool 21.
HIGHEST possible allowance made on used wireless

(goods in exchange for new sets; components,
or Pcto-Scott kits. All latest receivers supplied on
easiest of terms.-R. Wigfield, Furlong Road, Goldthorpe, Yorks -

4/-

LISSEN SKYSCRAPER 3
LISSEN SKYSCRAPER 4

39/8

ACCESSORIES
of
EICD)E H.T. ACC, 120v.
.. 60/ATLAS ELIMINATOR T 10/31
69/6
AYOMINOR METER «40/B.T.H. LATEST PICK-UP
40/..

11 of 10/3

IN 3- and fitted with Valve Holders and Terminal
Strip, 2/,

plated, drilled ready for use, 3 Valve, 1/-.

9 of 4/4
31 of 7/-

7/-

COMPLETE
SETS
COMO& MELODY MAKER 852 119/G.E.C. BATTERY COMPACT 3 117/6
FERRANTI LANCASTRIA .. 812.12

-

RADIO CLEARANCE offers Steel Chassis, cadmium

4/4

77/6

-1112/6

101-

ADIO CLEARANCE offers Metal Chassis, 2-,

RADIO CLEARANCE offers " Centralab " Potentiometers, 50,000 ohms, price 1/6 each.

Unbeatable value,
11 of 100 -

10/10
14/7
10/9
231-

11 of 14/7
11 of 10/9
11 of 23/ -

merit and

6/-

fine

Of-

5/6
4/5

RADIO CLEARANCE offers Philips Eliminator

Transformers, 150 volts at 30 milliamps., 4 volts,
1 amp.,
various inputs, 1/6.x.
CLEARANCE offers T.C.C.

Condensers.
Condensers, 1 mfd. 250 volt D.C. working, 1/- each;
T.C.C. Condensers, 1 mfd. 450 volt D.O. working,
1/3 each; T.C.O. Condensers, 1 mfd. 800 volt D.C.
working, 1/6- each ; T.C.C. Condensers, 2 mfd. 405
volt working, 1/6 each; T.C.C. Condensers, 6 mfd.
250 volt D.C. working, 2/- each; T.C.C. Condensers,

value

0.5 mfd. 800 volt D.C. working, 1/- each ; T.C.C.
RADIO

9 of 6/8
11 of 6/4
7 of NC
9 of 4/5

Parts for any set. Any make of speaker.

New goods obtained for every order.
Send us a list of the parts you require, or theyou
sethave selected,
and we will send you a definite quotation. Ten years' advertisers
in Wireless Press. Thousands of satisfied customers.

H. W. HOLMES,

29, Foley Street, Great Portland Street
London, W.1.

'Phone : Museam 1414,

BVIIwith

ciloji

own hands
"SKYSCRAPER" BAND-PASS 3
WRITE FOR FREE CHART

LISSEN

LIMITED,

ADIO ,CLEARANCE offers Mains Transformers,
unshrouded, manufacturer's type, primary
200-250, secondary 320-0-320v, at 70 m.a., 2-0-2v.
at 3 amps, 6/6 post free.
D ADIO CLEARANCE offers Mains Transformers,
1,N, shrouded, with terminals, primary 200-250v.,
secondaries 320-0.320 at 70 m,W., 2-0-2 at 2Ia., 2-0-2
at 6Ia., 10/6 post free.
DADIO CLEARANCE offers Magnacore Q.P.P.
1, Chokes, price 2/11.
RADIO CLEARANCE offers Magnacore Class B
Chokes, price 2/11.
CLEARANCE offers L.F. Transformers,
3 : 1 and 5 . 1, manufacturer's type, 1/6 each.
RADIO
RAM() CLEARANCE offers L.F. Transformers;
shrouded, 3 : 1 and 5 : 1, price 1/9 each.

7 of 411

4/-

29/6

BRANCHES at 46, Lisle Street, W.C.2 ; 16,
Leicester Street, W.; 271/275, High Road,
Willesden Green, N.W.10. All Mail Orders to 323,
Euston Road, N.W.1.
SOUTHERN RADIO, 323, Euston Road, London,
N.W.1 (near Warren St. Tube).
'Phone:

5, Balham Grove, London, Battersea 1321.

8 of 4/7
7 of 4/5
5 of 4/1

We strongly recommend.

needs by visiting any of our shop.. All 1935 receivers
can be supplied on the most favourable hire-purchase
terms.
ALL goods guaranteed and sent post paid.

A LL REPAIRS to Moving Coil Speakers, prices
1-1 quoted. Loud -speakers, L.F. and Speech
,Transformers, 4/- each. Post free. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Prompt service.-L.S. Repair Service,

Monthly.

Payment

4/7

,.32/6
- 22/6

TELSEN 8.0.3 KIT

Museum 6324.

Deposit

DADIO CLEARANCE offers Parallel Feed Trans`'
IN formers, ratio 6-1, by well-known manufacturer,

ISLEWORTH,

MDDX.

RADIO SUPPLIES

Send your list of Radio needs for our quotation,
Kits, Parts, Sets, etc. Everything in Radio stocked,
prompt delivery. 7 days' approval. Catalogue free.
Taylex A Standard Wet H.T. replacements stocked.
N. TAYLOR, 9. GROVE. RE., EALKAM, S.W.12.

,

6 mfd 350 volt D.C. working, 2/6 each ; T.O.C.

Condensers, 4 mfd., block, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5,
and 1 mfd. 250 volt A.C. working, 2/6 each. r
RADIO CLEARANCE, 94, High Holborn, W.C.1.
'Phone : Holborn 4631.
MAINS RADIO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY
continue their super, guaranteed bargains,
Carriage paid or call.
4MED, 1,000 v. test, 500 v. working, condensers,
by eminent maker, British, 2/-. 2 mfd ditto,
250 v. working, 1/-.

FRANKLIN one watt, wire end, wire wound resistors, 100 to 100,000 ohms. Your choice.
4d. each, 3/6 per dozen.
M/FERSHON 8 mfd electrolytics, 500 v. working,
2/6. Brand new, wire. end, British tubulars,
.01, .02, .05, 0.1 mfd, 6d.; .25, .5 mfd, 8d.
OLVERN potentiometers, 25,000 ohms. Wire
wound, 1/3. Radiophone three-point toggles,
7d.; ditto on -off, 5d.
j'''ALY L.F. transformers, 3-1,. 5-1. List 5/6 ; 119.
L.! Latest type, new chassis valve -holders, 4 -pin,
1,)d.: 5 -pin, 2d.; 7 -pin, 5d.
MAINS RADIO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY,
4.6, Muswell Hill Road, N.6, London. Tudor
4046.

C
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WOBURN RADIO offer following bankrupt stock

BIRMINGHAM RADIO MART

18/-), 5/10. With dial, 6/11,

IN £3/7/6), 29/6. DC25 (list 30/3), 18/6.
RADIOMART.-Boxed Telsen 28MA eliminators
with charger (list £4/17/6), 45/-. Same, but with
4v. A.C., instead of charger (list £3/7/6), 37/6.

Zj ADIOMART.-1934 Cossor Melody Maker Kits,

IN unopened cartons, complete speaker, cabinet,
valves, Model 320 (list £5/7/6), 72/6.

RADIOM.ART.---Screened iron -cored dual -range coils

with reaction (circuits enclosed), 2/11. Igranic
iron -core dual -range short-wave, 3/3.
RADIOMART.-Belling Lee plain ebonite terminals,
1d. Belling Lee 1, 1/s, 3 -amp. fuses, 2d.
AD1OMART.-Short-wave H.P. chokes, 9d. Pye
Loloss valve holders, 4d. Frequentite ditto, 6d.
RADRIMART.---Purchases Over -Produced Stock
Leading Continental Valvemaker. Super valves,
sensational prices.
ADIONLART.-A.C. types at 4/6. 11FPen., MH.,

IN MIL., VMSG., PT4, SGLA, SGHA.
RADIOMART.-American types at 4/6.

UX250,

UX245, UX210, UY24, UY35, UY27, 46, 2A7,
6A7, 80, 81, 56.
AlllOMART.-Our List (1Ad. post free) gives
IN thousands similar bargains. All goods over 6/ post free.
D AD1OMART.-Please remember all goods are new,

IN no catchpenny lines over advertised. For a

Square Deal Every Time.
RAD1OAOART, 19, John Bright Street Birmingham.

OLYMPIA RADIO LTD.

refd. x nine 0.5), 3/-. 11 mfd. (4 x 4 x 2 x 1), 3/6. 9
mfd. (4 x 4 x 1), 3/-. 5.35 mfd. (4 x 1 x 0.1 x 0.25),
2/6. 3,1 mfd. (1 x 1 x 1 x 0.1), 2/-. 1.2 mid. (1 x
0.2), 1/-. Blectrolytics : 6 raid. 60 v. working, 15 mid.
100 v. working, 25 mfd. 25 v. working, 50 mfd. 12 v.

--working, 1/3 each.

dry electrolytics, 4 mfd., 8 mfd.,
TELSEN Matched Screened Coils suitable for use TNUBILIER
500 v. working, 3/-, 50 mfd. 60 v. working, 3/-.
as Aerial or Anode Coils. Can be embodied in 1.1
Mershom
wet
electrolytics,
600 v. 8 mid., 2/9.
Our
price,
4/11.
any -Circuit. List price, 7/-.
1 mfd., 1,000 v. test, bakelite, 1/-; 2 mkt..
TELSEN Band -Pass Coil Unit, comprising pair of FOMO
Wego 4 mfd., 750 v. test,
1,000
v.
test,
1/3.
accrirately matched Screened Band-pass Coils
Tubulars : 0.1, 0.01, 0.02, 6d. Full range of
complete with Wave -change Switch, Escutcheon and 2/3.
T.C.O. tag condensers at 4d. each, including unusual
Knobs. List price, 14/6. Our price, 8/11 per Set. sizes, all type M.
SET of Telsen Band -Pass Screened Oscillator Coil
BRITISH RADIOPHONE two -gang condensers
Units, comprising Band-pass Coils and Oscillator
with trimmers, 0005, 5/9. New Polar Midget
Coil. Complete with Wave -change Switch, for Single
0005, 2 gang, 6/6, 3 gang, 9/9. Radiophone curved
Knob Control. List price, 21/6. Our price, 8/11 dials with escutcheon and dial lights, 3/9.
ESTON iron cored canned coils, with circuit, 2/6.
per Set,
Radiophone Toggles Gd. Binocular chokes, 1/2.
TELSEN Set of Triple Matched Screened Coils
suitable for Aerial and 2 H.F. Stages. Or can H.F. Chokes, 100. Columbia L.F. transformers,
0005,
be embodied in practically every modern circuit. 3-1 and 5-1, 2/9. J.B. air spaced condensers,Class
B
with escutcheon, dial light and drive, 3/3.
List price, 21/6. Our Price, 12/11 per Set.
Driver
and
Choke,
8/6,
with
B.V.A.
and
7
pin
holder,
ratio
3-1
ELSEN Radio -Grand Transformers
17/-. Chassis mounting valve holder 4/5 pin, 1/3
I only. List price, 7/6. Our price, 4/3.5-1. List half
doz. 7 pin, 5d. Edison condensers, 005 and 006,
ELSEN Ace Transformers 3-1 and
4d. Sistoflex, 7 'ds. Gd. Screened sleeving, 3d. yd.
price, 5/6 each. Our Price, 3/9 each.
SONOCORDE Speakers, D.C. Energised, 2,000 ohms,
TELSEN D.C. H.T. Units. 200/250v, Input. Outnew and boxed, 12/6 (carr. 1/-). Rothermel
put 28 m.a. at 150 volts. 3 Tappings. List Midget P.M. Speakers, Power transformers, 12p.
OTHERMEL Piezo Electric Pick -Ups, new model,
price, 25/6. Our price, 15/6.
IVIARCONI 2 -Valve Battery Receiver, complete IN boxed, listed 42/-, 30/-. Marconi K.25 Pick with Valves and all Batteries. Self-contained Ups, boxed, 21/-.
G.P.O. Relays ; magnificent instruments. A few
Cabinet. List price, 4 Guineas. Our price, £2/2/6.
10/- each,
LISSEN 2 -Valve A.C. Receiver. Absolutely complete only,
WESTINGHOUSE
Rectifiers, Manufacturers type,
in handsome Bakelite Cabinet. List price,
H.T,8 and 9, 8/11. Transformers for H.T.8
VV
8 Guineas. Our price, £2/10/6.
and 9, with L.P. winding, 6/9. Few only H.T.5 and 6
A TEAS P.M. Speakers. One of the finest Moving at 4/9 each.
Transformer.
with
Complete
made.
Coils
W.R.C. Eliminators : 150 v. 30 m.a. A.C. Model,
Suitable for Pentode or Power Valve. List price,
21/-. A,C. with trickle charger, 2 v., 4 v. or
42/6. Our price, 14/11.
6 v. amp, n/0. (Carriage 1/- extra on each).
12
m.a.
Output
120v.
TRADE list ready, send heading and stamp.
ATLAS T.12 Eliminators.
Coniplete with Trickle Charger. List price,
TO avoid delay send orders without money; we
77/6. Our price, 45/-.
pay C.O.D. charges on orders over 5/-.
TELSEN-MORE COMPONENTS : L.F. Coupling
WOBURN RADIO CO., 9, Sandland Street, W.C,1.
(3/11).
L.F.
Smoothing
Chokes
Units (4/6).
Holborn 7289. (Second floor, nearest station
Tapped Pentode Output Chokes (3/6), Class " B "
Output Transformers (4/3).- 313 Disc Drive (2/3). Holborn or Chancery Lane.)

T

Air Dielectric .0005

Condensers (1/11).

Bakelite

Dielectric Tuning Condensers .0003 ONLY (1/-.).
Short-wave H.F. Chokes (1/9). Binocular HY.

PEARL & PEARL
190, Bishomsgate, London, E.C.2.

irixlx .01), 4/6, 6 mfd. (4 x 2), 2/6. 6.5 mfd. (2

BY

1\ spaced .0005, Rally screened, trimmers (listed

1

ing (12 'mid. x 4 x 2 x 2 mfd.), 5/6. 14 mfd. (2
mfd. x 2 x 4 x 4x1x 1), 5/-. 12.01 infd. (4 x 4 x 2

SENSATIONAL OFFER

RADIOMAILT.-Lissen 2 -gang coils, screened and
switched, with SG3 circuits (listed 17/6), 5/11.
DOADIOMART.-Utility 2 -gang ball -bearing air -

RADIOMART.-Utility 3 -gang superhet as above,
6/9. With dial, 7/11. Utility single bakelite .0005
with dial, 2/-.
RAD1OMART.--Utility illuminated wavelength
straight line dials (light moves with pointer), 3/6.
ADIO.MART.-Magnavox" Class B" P.M. speakers,
16/6. Igranic driver transformers, 1/11.
as ADIOMART.-Igranle Parvo 31-1 L.F. transformers (list 8/6), 1/11. Ericsson (list 15/-), 1/9.
ADIOMART.-Brand new condensers, eminent
IN maker, 4 mid, 250v 2/3 ; 4 mfd. 350v., 2/9 ;
4 mfd. 500v., 3/6 ; 2 mfd. 500v., 1/10 ; 1 mfd. 250v.,
1/- ; 1 mfd. 350v., 1/4 ; 1 mfd. 500v., 1/6. Note :
These are working voltages.
ADIOATART.-Boxed Ekco eliminator AC18 (list

and Manufacturers' surplus:-

TELSEN COMPONENTS.

COMPARE PRICES ; REMEMBERING OUR SLOGAN.
NEW GOODS. NO JUNK..

T.C.C. Condensers : Blocks : 20 mfd. all 250Volt work-

All the following

bargains guaranteed new goods. Cash or CD.D.

Carriage Paid.
PEC1AL OFFER. Lissen LN5181 3 ganged super=

Chokes (3/6), etc., etc.
THE above Receivers are mostly brand-new
decontrolled Models. We have large numbers

of slightly shop-soiled or second-hand Models in
Illustrated Lists post free on application,
het, coil units for A.C. or Battery sets, with addition.
Also numerous other Bargains in Speakers, Eliminators.
circuits and diagrams. Over 750 already sold to and Components.
-

"--`P.W." readers. List price -30/- ; now offered at
`special price, 6/6 only.
PEAKERS.. Lissen Plaque Loudspeakers, wonder,...) ful tone. List 15/-. Our price, 5/11.
ITGRANIC Class B service Transformers, tapped 1-1
and 114-1. List price 11/6 ; our price, 4/11.
,

MPLION Glass B Output Chokes; tapped 1-1,

1.5-1, and 3-1, Ideal for matching mic speakers.
List 9/0 ; our price, 4/11.
Triotron 4 -pole balanced OPE.L.N.ER UNITS.
1:1 armature speaker Units, type " B " ; sensitive,
beautilul tone. List 22/6 our price, 6/11,
4.1 UCERNE COILS. 'New Lucerne Dual -Range
coils, bffl each. Screened Iron -Cored Dual Coils
wItai circuits, 1/11 each.
rIONDENSERS. Igranic 2 -gang variable condensers
.0005 'Md, each side. Complete with trimmers
and dust cover; can be fitted on baseboard or panel.
List, 17/6. Our price, 6/9.
' (NOLIIMBIA 2 -Valve Battery Receivers with Speaker
and Marconi valves, in attractive Oak cabinet;
}list 4 gm. Our price, 32/6. Carriage forward. and
SUPERHET" Kits supplied. Details
a' 0
pricea on request.
clABINETS.. TELSEN WALNUT receiver cabinets.
Size 16" high,
;1/4,, Well made and highly polished.
,147." wide, 0k" deep. Limited quantity to clear at
,8/11 each, carriage forward.
ARGE RECEIVER CABINETS, highly polished,
Ls) as used for " CROMWELL " 8 -Valve Superhet.

Measurements 22in. high, 17in. wide,

deep.

Finished in contrasting rosewood and walnut veneers.
Special additional baffle on speaker fret. Cost over
0 to make. Few only, at 15/- each. . Carriage forward,
SPECIAL SUNDRY BARGAINS
(Cash with order only)
I MPLION Binocular H.F. Chokes. Totally enclosed
in bakelite case. List 4/6. Our price, 2/3.
-Lets of 3 dozen assorted Dubilier fixed condensers,
t/9 each lot. 4 -pin Chassfs-mounting Valve holders,
3/-.
rid, each ; 6 for 2/-. 7 -pin type, 70. each, 6 foreach.
Variable tuning condensers, .0003 mfd., 1/-Igranie
each.
igranic 2 -pole rotary switches, 1/Short-wave chokes, 1/- each. Double reading voltmeters, 1/9 each. Accumulator Hydrometers, complete with Boat, 1/- each. Sovereign lightning arres,

rers, 6d. each.
All Mail Orders Direct to PEARL & PEARL, 190,
Thishopsgate, London, E.C.2, Tele. : Bishonsgate 1212.

TERMS -Cash with Order or C.O.D.
ALI,Goods Carriage Paid. Everything guaranteed
O.K. Money refunded if not satisfactory.
Please mention this paper when replying.

RE TELSEN :-ALL GOODS CARRIAGE PAID
AND
TRANSFORMERS
EXCEPTING
CHOKES, FOR WHICH PLEASE SEND SIX-

PENCE EXTRA OWING,TO THE HEAVY NATURE
OF THE GOODS.

OLYMPIA RADIO LTD., Mail Order Dept., 49a,

Shudelfill, Manchester.
BRANCHES in all Principal Towns.

stamp with all

enquiries ; every one complete in every detail, with

moving -coil speaker and valves, incorporated in hand-

some walnut cabinet, all operate, unless otherwise
stated, on A.C. D.C. 200-250 volts, being universal.
Savoy 5 -valve superhet, made by Belmont, last year's
Model, M. and L. wave, cabinet 10 x 7 x 5k, at 14/10.
All of the following axe 1935 R.C.A. Victor productions,

each In cabinet, approximately 12 x 81 x 6, all have
delayed a.v.o. illuminated dials, pick-up terminals,
incorporating 2 ultra -modern triple function valves ;
superhet. 5-valve,100-550/900.2,000 metres, approximately at £6/10.; this chassis in larger cabinet (14 x 16
x 9k), with 81 speaker, giving 3 watts undistorted output, at £7/7 ; as in £6/10 model, but 6 valve, approximately at £7, Superhet. 6 -valve, superhet. covering
13 metres to 2,000, in three ranges, aperiodic H.F.
stage, 2 H.F. pentodes, heptode frequency changer,
double diode -triode, Magnavox speaker at £7/15.

Another, 6 -valve superhet. 8 -stage, 13 metres to 2,000
(3 wave bands), 3 watts, undistorted, supplied in A.C.

or A.C./D.C. models, airplane dials, sensitivity one
microvolt absolute,

All bargains.

Western Electric hanging
MICROPHONES,
type, 2/6 ; hand, 3/6. Transformer for both,
3/6. Table model, including T/S in base, 8/6. Guaranteed buttons, 1/-.
LOTUS 3 -gang condenser, illuminated dial, escutcheon; fully screened, 19/6 ; list 11 /6.

IRON -CORE screened matched coils, Lucerne, 2/6 ;
unscreened, 2/-.
ELECTRIC clock, "battery operated, 4 -volt, year's
guarantee, handsome bakelite, splendid present,

TGRANIC band pass screened iron -core coil 'unit
I diagram, 3 -valve set, 14/6.
full size,
MOVING -COIL speakers, standard
Rothermel's latest
universal transformer,
model, 15/-.

rip ADIOGRAM electric motor, complete with turn IN table accessories, works from 4.1 -volt batteries,
15/-.

MIDGET Receivers, every one brand new and
guaranteed, carriage paid ;

UTILITY SALES offer perfect goods, right prices
TIME Switch to turn off radio at pre-set time, 3/6.

cabinet 19 x 16 x 101, at £0 ;

another, in A.C. only, 6 -valve 8 -stage double inter-

mediate superhet., 12 metres to 2,000, in 4 -wave bands,

ROTOROHM volume control, 5, 10, 15, 25,000
with switch, 3/-; 50,000 without. switch, 2/6.
DARIO guaranteed. new 4 -volt valves, super detector, H.F., B.C. and L.F., 1/6 each.
DARIO 2 -volt range, 2/9. Power and Super -Power,
3/9. S.G. Pentode, 6/6.
TO obtain lists regularly send name -address. Cash
with order. Carriage paid.
UTILITY SALES FAERITONE CORNER, 57,
Praed Street, Loudon. Paddington 0251.

raAMM'S SUPERHET RECEIVERS. Guaranteed
first Specified Kits. Lowest prices. Lists Free.
Exchanges arranged.-" Russel Radio," Upper Russell
Street, Brighton.
MAINS Transformers, chokes, etc., to specification ;

repairs promptly executed. Guaranteed satis-

faction. Prices on request,
Wednesbury, Staffs.

Henry Peace, Ltd.,

TELEVISION -A BRIEF SURVEY.

This hand-

book sent for 71-d. post f ree. Giving the beginner

a complete outline. -Bailey and Co., Ltd., Television
and Radio Engineers, Denton, Manchester.

3! watts undistorted output, airplane dial (extra large),

sensitivity better than ,} microvolt absolute, cabinet
25 x 17 x12, at 115.--Degallier's, 6, Coryton House,
21, Upper Marylebene. St., London, W.1. Museum
Nearest stations; Oxford Circus and Great
7795.
Portland St.

IWORLD Famous British 5v. electric Sirperhets.
Every refinement. Stamp parties. 178 soil
it' -'1/
in week.--Simmons's, 9, Ilfracombe Avenue, Southend -en -Sea. Trade Supplied.

